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THE USE OF THE HIGH-SOLED SHOE OR BUSKIN 
IN GREEK TRAGEDY OF THE FIFTH AND 

FOURTH CENTURIES B.C. 

BY KENDALL K. SMITH 

J THEN the centre doors of the dressing-house open and Oedipus 
I comes forth (the first actor). He seems taller than an ordi- 

nary man, because he has on the buskin (or tragic boot) and because 
he is wearing the lofty tragic mask, which rises high above his own 
head." - Brander Matthews.' 

Such is the popular conception of a Greek tragic actor. Scholars 
who have taken a deeper interest in the subject tell us that this buskin 
had a sole at least four inches high, and often, perhaps usually, reached 
a height of eight or ten inches.2 Even the most conservative agree that 
actors in classic Greek tragedy walked about in shoes with soles of more 
than ordinary thickness. 

In the face of such unanimity of opinion it may seem strange that I 
have ventured to investigate the subject afresh. It was the doubt 

expressed by Professor Edward Capps, of the University of Chicago, 
that first prompted my investigation of the evidence on the use of the 
buskin or high-soled shoe in the fifth and fourth centuries before Christ. 
This evidence I found to be both insufficient and contradictory; but I 

present it in full in the hope that it may be valuable for reference, even 

though it lead us to no positive conclusion. 

Many difficulties arise in treating a subject of this nature. None of 
the works of art have been accessible except through publications, and 
these in many cases, I fear, inexact. For this reason my calculations 
of the height of different soles is only approximate. Furthermore, I 

I The Development of/the Drama, p. 57, New York, 1903. 
- Boettiger, Ki. Schr. 12, p. 283, Leipzig, 1850. Flach, Das griechische Theater, 

p. 24, Tiibingen, 1878. Genelli, Das Theater zu Athen, p. 84, Berlin and Leipzig, 
I8I8. Donaldson, The Theatre ofthe Greekss, p. 280 ff., London, 1875. Geppert, 
Die altgriechische Bilhne, p. 272, Leipzig, 1843; and the more recent authorities. 
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have not had time to take up the problem of the Roman tragic boot 
which Dierks' says did not have a high sole. Consequently I may 
have used evidence for the Greek buskin which belonged to the Roman 
cothurnus. In any case, it has not been my purpose to discover the 
shape or size of the buskin, but simply to find out if the classic period 
made use of the high sole. 

EVIDENCE FROM CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 

Two passages from Aristophanes furnish all the evidence from con- 
temporary literature on which can be based arguments in support of the 
high-soled tragic shoe; and this evidence is extremely uncertain. In 
Ranae, 35, we see Dionysus before -the door of Heracles. The latter 
is surprised to see his visitor in such outlandish garb and exclaims, 45 ff., 

XX' oi ot1 V' p % o.of3L iV yEXWv 
OpJov XcovrTv ilrL KpOK(WTO KLCqLCEVV. 
rL 60 V 0o; T 

KO7OpVOC KacL pJ7PaKOV IvvVrl ,XrTV; 
Heracles is convulsed with laughter because of the absurd dress in 
which Dionysus appears. The latter is Heracles so far as the lion-skin 
and club are concerned, but his own cloak and shoes reveal his true 
identity. The 

Kodopvos, 
therefore, was the shoe of Dionysus, and in 

course of time came to be the tragic actor's foot-gear when the revelries 
in honor of the Wine-God had developed into the tragic drama. So 
Crusius2 argues, rejecting the idea that Dionysus here appears in 
women's garments. He says, " Mir wenigstens scheint es durch keinen 
Wink des Dichters angezeigt, dass der Gott nicht in seinem tiblichen 
Prachtgewande, sondern geradezu als Weib vermummt auf die Btihne 
gekommen sei. . ... Auch die Fussbekleidung der tragischen Schau- 
spieler darf in der Hauptsache als ein Ueberlebsel aus jener altern Zeit 
angesehen werden; mit andern Worten: der sicher bezeugte KdOopvo0 
des Dionysos war ursprtinglich mit dem der tragischen Schauspieler 
identisch." 

If this passage shows the KodOpvo0 to be strictly the shoe of Dionysus, 
and retained as such by the later tragic actors, then the second passage 

1 Dierks, De Tragicorum Histrionum Habitu apud Graecos, p. I8, G8ttingen, 
1883. 

2 Crusius, Zu den Biknenaltert/hi.mern, in Philologus, XLVIII, p. 702 ff. 
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from Aristophanes, Av. 994, may be fairly assumed to carry on this 
thought. True, no Dionysus, nor yet one of his followers, is the person 
wearing the shoe, but the pompous swing of the verses at this point 
may well herald the entrance of some heroic personage in tragic garb. 
At these lines we discover the Founder of " Cloud-Cuckoo-Town" busy 
on his great undertaking, but troubled by all sorts of pestering artists, 
among them the geometrician Meton. When Meton enters, Peithetairos 
exclaims, 992 ff., 

Het. cpoyv a6 Touna KCLKov. 
TL 8' ai (T %SpcjXTv; 71T8 8 1;8& /ovXcv,,xuaos; 
TL T7 '7lvoLt, TLS 0 

KOGOpVo 
TV 

o8o,; 
and Meton replies, 

Me. ycw/ucrp/cr lo fAouLtrovL TOYe'pa 

V/ALv &cLXciv 7c K LT) yVas. 

Crusius (1. c.) says of this passage, "Kock' bezog den Ausdruck auf 
die tragische Fussbekleidung und tibersetzt mit Hemsterhuis ad quod 
iter te tam magnifice accinxist' Wer ohne Voreingenommenheit an 
die Stelle herantritt, wird dieser Auffassung einen erheblichen Grad von 
Wahrscheinlichkeit nicht absprechen; ein Mann, der -yeooerpar-at 8ov- 
XeraL Tv &,pa, kann die tragischen Stelzen gut gebrauchen." 'To 
measure off the air' Meton needed to approach as closely as possible 
to the clouds. That is why he put on xO'Gopvo and gave poor Peithe- 
tairos such a shock. 

This rendering of Ko'Gopvos as 'buskin' is the common one, and is 
doubly attractive since Crusius has shown how neatly and aptly this 
meaning fits the answer of Meton in the lines that follow. If this be 
the correct interpretation, we have very good evidence that Kxdopvos 
was the name of a special shoe worn by actors, and we may perhaps be 
permitted to assume, as Crusius2 does, that it was of the same general 

Kock, Kom. d. Aristoph. IV3, p. 184. This line has been very troublesome to 
critics and has been variously rendered by all who do not emend the text. E. g. 
Merry, Birds (Notes, p. 54), translates: 'What means this tragic stride (lit. 'buskin') 
of your coming here?' and suggests that " possibly K60opvoP was a slang phrase for 
'swagger.' " Cf. Blaydes, Aves, p. 70, 'calceamentum proprie tragicum.' Green, 
Birds, p. 140, ' cur tam superbe incedis? ' 

2 Crusius assumes an extremely moderate elevation compared with later times, but 
yet a considerable sole. 
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character in the classical period as in the second century A.D., when 

0'0opvos is distinctly used by Pollux1 and Lucian2 of tragic shoes with a 

very high sole. 
But is this the correct rendering? I have presented the argument of 

Crusius in as unbiased a way as possible. Now, I must ask what is the 
common meaning of K'Oopvo, when used not only by Aristophanes, but 

by other writers of the classical period ? 
The word occurs thirteen times in classical literature, and it is 

recorded that one of the plays of the comic poet Philonides was 
entitled KO'Oopvot. Three times the word is used of a shoe for women 
alone. 

i. Ar. Eccl. 344-346, 

IL = v A cYvv ov o' jy<" o Yyap r /LaL" 
AaKwvLKs, daXX' J ;frvyXov XcrtL WV 

h~ T(O KO7Ovw TW 7 0 Eo'8' evlcL EL9AL. 

These words merely repeat what he had said at greater length, 31I ff., 

STL T 7payua; 7o0l 7oO' -0 1 yv) 4pov'S "'rtL /ot; 

ore rpOs (o vv y TTpd LV, , ~ 8' o r lv O Tav 
. 

ow cy b rK C.Lw(LL CTcLXat X o7TLroov 

wife's "Persians," 
* a name suggesting some kind of effeminate oriental 

foot-gear. They are plaSinly contrasted with his own (A 
. It is rare to find such corroborative evidence as is given by a 
OVK SVVdUqVL77 V EpC7LV, o 80 8 78qsqTV 9pcLv 

passage from Herodotu 0 Kopes, I, , Xa av 

TlOvrtT, 
oT povv tLroLK VO . . . 

? 
XLLL~ KatL T7a EK4cLVq lcpowKB s ;;v4XK0/ua. 

The shoes which Blepyros calls KoOopvw he first designates as his 
wife's "Persians," 1 a name suggesting some kind of effeminate oriental 
foot-gear. They are plainly contrasted with his own /3ulaScs (AaKwvL- 
Klt) which his wife has taken as part of her disguise as a man. 

2. It is rare to find such corroborative evidence as is given by a 
passage from Herodotus, 1, 155, KcXCVc Sc c6' b~c KL9wGva TE trroSvevtv 
lotoWL CL/?LOL, Klt K9opvovs vroSC~cTaLKa c KilL TaXCo q cr , f 

1 Poll. 4, 115; cf. 7, 85. 
2 Luc. Pro imag. 3; Somn. 26. 
3 Poll. 7, 92, f~&a U yvvPrtKWV  

7 ro7larTa epOrCalt. 
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paIcrXd, yvva-as &vr' Avspvy "'v ce yeyov6ras. Here we find the 
Persian king, Cyrus, advised by Croesus to compel the Lydian men to 
wear xdOopvot, and by means of this effeminate foot-gear as well as the 
effeminate cloaks to turn them into a womanish and unwarlike nation; 
'make them women instead of men.' 

3. Equally convincing is Ar. Lys. 657-8, 

cl S Xv,7rrCLc T Lsr 
TSE Y li?7rK7(icT4 Tp K9PVq 7V yvr 

ov., 
If a chorus of women wear it, the KdOopvos is surely a woman's shoe. 

Another place where the effeminate nature of the KdO'opvo may be 
practically assured by the company it keeps is the fragment of Lysippus, 
quoted by Pollux, 7, 89,' 

3av'rLT', 
KO9Opv), OeCTralVSL. 

The other two are expressly the shoes of fops and dandies.2 It would 
be unnatural for KoOdpvy to occur, as it does, between these two if its 
style and use were not similar. 

It is not difficult to reconcile with this view of the KOOopvo, the 
anecdote about Megacles, the Alcmaeonid, and Croesus, Hdt. 6, I25, 

Ko0opvovs Tos vpoKc cvpvracrovs dovras 
wro0s ecvoYs. . . rprov 

lEv rapcorae irap' r Ls Kvy7pLas Tro XpVOO v d~0ov Exwpov ol KOOopVO& 
6L . . iTK Oy9rloQavpov E'XKwV ftv  yodyL~ ro KxoOpvovs. Even 

though a man wears them, he has to procure them and wears them 
because they are large roomy boots and will hold much gold. No 
contradiction can be found in these words to the other passage from 
Herodotus (I, 155) which designates the KdOopvo, expressly as a 
woman's shoe or boot. The shape of the boot is what is emphasized by 
this passage and not the sex of the wearer. 

If we compare with this passage the words of Xenophon, Hell. 2, 3, 
30-31, 1T7V &,LOKxpaTlaV Le7ao7n7oaLL elTs robs VepaKoclovL SKaL 

47rpTrvov Ev EKCdOLV, Vr7 S')-' crTo dvTraco'v TX Tl ' 
yapXL' cVu-vTo-aLcvov, 

7Vp twro av -qy),"wv 7Ty &7, "w) S?1/t vo)CVOV 0 Ey vcTo S i 'rov KaL Koop- 

Kock, Com. Art. Erag. I, p. 701. 
2 A. A. Bryant, Greek Shoes in the Classical Period, in Harv. Class. Stud. X, 

pp. 83, 89. 
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vos erLKaXTraat" KaL yap o Koeopvos apuLTd77ELc LcV rTOts 7 rOv dcAo"- 
pots OKeL, arolP8Tkersci a 

.r' 
&a/4orTEpwv, and the reply of Theramenes, 

2, 3, 46, 
rroKa.dX 

6 KOdOpVOV uct (a &/L407OTpoLt s7CeLpwcVOV 

".pd.TTELVo the style of boot is easily perceived. The Koeopvo, must have been a 
large, easy boot without 'lefts' or 'rights,' fitted to either foot, and so 
the nickname of the ' turncoat' Theramenes. Neither of these last 
two passages contradicts what was positively stated before, that the 

KO'0opVOs was strictly the women's shoe or boot. 
Let us now turn to an investigation of the passages from Aristophanes 

which seem to support the notion of a tragic boot. As before stated, 
these passages are two in number; but a third is inseparably connected 
with them: Ar. Ran. 556-7, 

o /CEV OVV UCL 7POoUC86SKas, 
orT77 KOOopVOV, ;X'c, v yv(wval a0I nTL; 

In these words we may have a suggestion both of their size, if they helped 
to disguise, and of their unfitness for such a man as Heracles. This is 
only a later incident in the story which begins with Ar. Ran. 47 (see 
p. I24). The argument which Crusius proposes on this passage is that 

KO1OopVOs was the shoe of Dionysus and became in time the tragic actor's 
shoe. Twice elsewhere, however, in Aristophanes we find it the natural 
shoe for a woman, in Eccl. 346 being carefully contrasted to the hus- 
band's 4itp43. It is reasonable, then, that we should expect Aristo- 

phanes to be consistent in his usage and that we should find something 
effeminate in the nature of the wearer of the KodopvoL of the two above 

passages. And what else is Dionysus? More effeminate than most of 
the goddesses themselves! Crowned with leaves of the vine ! Stagger- 
ing along with the thyrsus in one hand and the cantharus in the other ! 
A robe of saffron over his shoulders and "Persian shoes"--the product 
of the luxurious Orient from which he came - embracing his legs! 
Such, I think, must be the picture we have of Dionysus.' I admit that 
the KO8opvo, was the shoe worn by Dionysus, but the reason it was 
ascribed to him is that it was in the first place the luxurious woman's 

1 Such a picture occurs on a red-figured vase in the Louvre, Millin, Peintures de 
Vases Grecs, I, 9. Cf. Pausan. 8, 3I, 4; Lecuyer, Terres Cuites, II, pl. P5, Paris, 
1885- 
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shoe. Just as KpOKroTs was a woman's robe,1 and therefore assumed by 
Dionysus, so the KdOopvos, the shoe of women, was assigned to him 
as becoming his effeminate character. Consequently, this passage only 
strengthens the theory that the xdOopvos was peculiarly the shoe for 
women.2 

The evidence thus far adduced is wholly in support of this theory. 
The last passage, and the one on which all the argument for the tragic 
shoe is based, is Ar. Av. 994 (see p. 125); and while we find a man 
wearing the K0oopvom here, it is not a proper shoe for him, as the excla- 
mation of Peithetairos discloses. The question naturally arises, why 
Meton, the geometrician, should be wearing the Kxdopvom. The answer 
of Crusius, "Ein Mann, der 

yEopLEcrpaL 'aflov'Xcra 
'v aUpa, 

kann die 

tragischen Stelzen gut gebrauchen," is ingenious, but both biased and 
out of harmony with the meaning of the word in all other passages from 
classical literature. If there had never been in later times a high-soled 
tragic buskin, such an idea could never have been extracted from this 

passage. The answer would have been found in the meaning of the 
word elsewhere, "women's shoe," and this would be sufficient cause for 
the exclamation of Peithetairos. And why should Meton wear iK'Oopvo ? 
Either simply to raise a laugh because of the incongruity of the thing, 
or because effeminacy was the weakness in Meton's character at which 
Aristophanes here wished to strike.3 This weakness has never been 
brought out, so far as I know. Yet his actions in connection with the 

expedition to Sicily the year previous, his refusal to go on being drafted, 

I Ar. Thesm. I38, 253, 945; Eccl. 879. Crusius (1. c.) calls it the garment of 

Dionysus, relying on the unconvincing scholium to Ar. Ran. 47, KPOKWT6s. Atovwvna- 
,bYv 06p-qa, against Kock who says (Kom. d. Aristoph. III4, p. 44, n. 46), "1Der 

KpOKwr6b (vgl. K. Herm. Gr. Privatallerth. 22, 13) ist ein safranfarbiger Weiberrock 
(Lys. 44: yvvwatK KpoKW&r Oopov^OaT), dessen sich freilich auch verweichlichte Mainner 
zuweilen bedienten, wie selbst bei den R6mern Clodius, als er sich unter die das Fest 
der Bona Dea feiernden Frauen einschlich (Cic. De harusp. resp. 21, 44)." 

2 Terra-cottas show this shoe worn by women. Griech. Terracotten aus Tanagra 
und Efthesos im Berl. Mus., pl. 29, Berlin, I878. Kekul', Griech. Thonfiguren aus 
Tanagra, plates, Stuttgart, 1878. 

2 Robert, Hallisches Winckelmannsprogramm, 22, 1898, p. 32. "Der Vers der 
Fr8sche 47 den Crusius unbegreiflicher Weise zum Beleg daffir anfiihrt, dass K6OopvoS 
im fiinften Jahrhundert den hohen Theaterschuh bedeutet habe, beweist gerade das 
Gegentheil." 
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his pretended madness and attempt to burn down his house as proof of 
it, were surely evidences of unmanliness sufficient for a comic poet's jibes. 
His introduction here, then, in women's boots is not hard to understand.' 

An impartial study, then, of the word xK0opvos and its use in literature 
of the classical period gives no authority for the interpretation, tragic 
boot, or buskin.2 Nor are any of the other words so used which gained 
this meaning in later centuries. These words are Apfppkl, tlc, 
E/flcPrqT , Kpnpt, and 3oKpC3a%. 

ApPi,, 
.--Suidas (and he alone) seems to have taken this word to 

mean the tragic boot because of its common use in tragedy. For, of 
the four words for shoe used in tragedy, Kpov'7aXov occurs once,8 4e"a- 
pts twice,4 7rE8&Xov three times,6 and AppI8Xr? ten times.8 This fact is 
further attested in that it is used by people of all ranks and in unlike 
situations: by Hera for dancing, Eur. Her. Fur. 1303-4, 

XopcET) & Zlv~s 77I KX V a 
&Lpqap 

KpoVOVT Ovva- rov &ov ap/3v' e 7rEAov, 

by Agamemnon, returning from Troy, Aesch. Ag. 944-5, 

el" cS 0KCI "o0 tcaVOI, VJU rLs d p/3vXac 
XVoc t pos rUpdSovkv /4parTLv o80s, 

by Pentheus within his palace, Eur. Bacch. 636-639 (cf. 1134), 

-vXO0 8"' aK " 1y( 
S=t0)A7v .K(O 

i)7PO V/JCS IIH, IOA o6 
3povLCn'o.;. 0 83 'LOL/ ASOKECL, 4f00CE 

.YOiv 
dap/v~f1 80/LWVO 

((,O) (L 7p0vwrrL a0LVQTL 7<CCL, 

This story is told by Plutarch twice (Alk. 17; Nic. 13), and by Aelian (Var. 
Hist. 13, 12). 

2 There is no possibility of this meaning left if we emend the line, as Blaydes and 
Van Leeuwen do. 

3 Soph. Frg., p. 140 (Nauck). 
* Aesch. Pers. 657; Eur. Orest. I370. 
5 Eur. Elect. 460; Frg., pp. 529, 655 (Nauck). 
6 Aesch. Ag. 944; Frg., p. 83 (Nauck); Eur. Bacck. 638, 1134; Elect. 532; 

Her. Fur. 1304; 
Hi-pp. 1189; 

Orest. 140, 1470; Erg., p. 529 (Nauck). It occurs 
once outside of tragedy, Hippocr. De Artic. 828 D. 
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and by a chorus of women, Eur. Orest. 140-I, 
crya, otya, XCrrV'v "Xvo3 &p8v'Xrq 

As a travelling boot it appears in Eur. Orest. 1470, and Electra, 532, 
and I should agree with Bryant1 in interpreting Eur. 

Hzz. 
I I88-9, 

/LfpxrTeL 86 XcPaq vtLa~ alr avrvyos 
avratii'tv ap/3XauLYv aplpo'aa s 7ro'& 

as meaning the straps or shoe-pieces into which the charioteer slipped 
his feet when he made ready for driving. What Aristotle understood 
by &p3ppX,7 is seen from a fragment quoted by Macrobius, 5, i8, 20, 
TroV SE ?ToVroV KOpOV3 TrOY 

iLvaY pLtTorpo" 
Y 7rT80 &c3"1v Ezpoprl'877 sXOeV 

eXo vras avv7 o 8 T ov, 

TO Xatdv 
IXVOa cr" dvPvX L 

7oroS 
O 

TO 8 v 4V7e&XOLT, ( 
t 

c' pl~oI yo'vv 

EXOLEV, 

4s 8 7NaY rovavrtor Mo0s E roTls AirwXoZ;. 7'kv hV yap aPLr7pV foV70- 
'Sev&Tra, rov 8 SoEvY &YVTroSTroV^oY. His equivalent for advippfvXo is 

avv7ro'eroT, showing that he considers dpP,/AX, the poetical word for 
V'r8?a. It is even further identified with 7r&LXov, an every-day shoe 
of the sandal type. 

From all these passages we gather that the adpPvXr was used by god, 
by hero, and by chorus for the various purposes of dancing, travelling, 
and indoor wear, and that it was also the name applied to a part of a 
chariot. Therefore it is the common general word used by tragedy for 
shoe. It is perhaps the poetical equivalent for ijpfls. Suidas, the sole 
authority for its meaning 'buskin,' must have been unable to distinguish 
between the tragic boot, as he understood it, and the name used by 
tragedy to designate shoes in general. 

444s.- This word together with its derivatives occurs twenty-six 
times in literature of the classical period,2 of which number twenty-three 

A. A. Bryant, Gk. Shoes in the Class. Period, in Harv. Class. Studies, X, p. 75. 
With Dindorf, Scholiast, and Eustathius, ad II. 5, 720, p. 599, 22, cf. Daremberg et 
Saglio, Dict. d. Ant., s. v. Arbul/. 

2 Alexis, Frg. Kock, II, p. 309. Ar. Eccl. 47, 314, 342, 507, 633, 850; Eq. 321, 
870, 872, 875; Nub. 719, 858; PHut. 759, 847, 941; Vesp. 1o3, 275, 447, 1157. 
Eubul. Frg. Kock, II, p. 175. Menand. Frg. Kock, III, p. 33. Theopomp. Com. 
Frg. Kock, I, p. 748. Hdt. I, 195. Isaeus, 5, I1. 
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are in comedy. The 4IjPq3 is never worn by women except when they 
are disguised as men: e. g. Ar. Eccl. 46, 

T71' ./ LKVOf9OW S' O0X pj 
M519oMXL'XfV 

crerv'8ovcrav & rails Ijua84a-v; 

and is strongly contrasted to the women's KO'9opvo;, as has been shown 
(p. 126). 3dcPdSe were worn commonly by old men (Vesp. xI57 ff.), 
at dinners (Eubul. Frg. Kock, II, p. 175), in winter (Ar. Vesp. 445 ff.; 
cf. Plut. 847), and were a sign of poverty (Isaeus, 5, 11). Never have 
we any hint of their being used by tragic actors to increase their height. 
Whatever their shape, they must have been rough shoes for men. 

ApIlprs. - This is the commonest name for the high-soled boot of 
tragedy in later literature. Extant literature of the classical period 
contains 

Pfadrq only once, and then without the slightest connection 
with the drama. Xen. De re equestr. 12, 10, KV^%t 8 KaL rdtse 
urepeXotev pev O ELKOTWoS TWV 7rapal.q7pLSLWv, o '7rkX'OaL 

S Ka't nav , 
d 

/l3LPaL EyvowLo (TKTOUT, 
i' 

OLOVrT 
aL KpvprS1 

7rLoovraLt 
ovrw 

y&p av 
&La orXov 7 ' 

KYIILa KaL 70ro1Y 7oS'"LaTa & v d7. 'As the 
shins and feet would naturally project below the thigh-pieces, these, 
too, might be protected, if there were L~/a.TaLt of leather, the same 
material of which Kppr l ZS are made. In this way, at one and the 
same time the shins would be protected and the feet shod with shoes.' 
Xenophon tells us plainly that the 

4/Pl-',I 
of his day was a leather 

boot covering the shins and so used by cavalrymen in place of greaves. 
Any assumption of tragic use must be pure theorizing based on evidence 
from the second century A.D. 

KPrLs. -- We have 
p7pprtl 

used four times in the sense of shoe in 
fifth and fourth century literature. 

I. Xen. De re equestr. 12, Io (cited under IuPaTdr)n) informs us 
only that the Kprlpisre were made of leather. 

2. Plato Com., Frg. Kock, I, p. 612, 

Here/1L 
KoTiandLL a noev yar 

TcLo&S TE reT Kpv7rL&LK a7 ca avT71 fopE, 
Ka rTO KOTuVXOv oT'v 'OV. 

Here we find a woman the wearer. 
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3. Hippocr. De Aric. 828 c, [Xy-j] 
7]TO7roL/rLov 

8' 7rodcr0at uoXk- 
[38wov iwOOcv r-, J7 TLo osTSeSepI.e'vov, otoVo at X Ka Kpv7rlES pUvO9Lv 
JtXov. From this we learn that there were several styles, one of which 
was called the Chian. 

4. Theophr. Char. 2, KaL o vvwvovAcrvo/ 86 Kpr~prpSa, Tov 7ro'S cfqjoraL 
TrvaL cvPVYO/Trcpov Tro9 vkroTltro7a 

. 
None of these passages gives us any definite conception of the 

Kp7pLr', but its military use is as probable as any, especially as at the beginning 
of the third century we find Theocritus singing, Id. I 5, 6, 

amvTrL 
Kp 

rIL&e, 
7~ravT9 

XXa/%Lv8?lo 
'Po vIpes. 

But the common classical meaning of the word is 'foundation,' in which 
sense, only, Aeschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles use it. Therefore, 
the evidence seems to show that when used for the name of a shoe, 
iKPVrpr, in literature of the classical period, whatever its more exact 

signification, did not mean tragic shoe. 

&OptlPa.-- The true meaning of this word is, and always has been, a 

puzzle. The various meanings which have been given to it are well 
summed up by Hesychius who, after giving the definitions 4E/flaPr;) and 

Jxrr7a jvto'xov, proceeds, ol ~v voov fraw'v, of 8 ayptov KpLo', XXo 
KXL/aKa. KVpL T 7S XOYGOv EOV OV Ot 7paySo0 TYiVLOVTO TLVE 

Se KXXlPas rpL0KEkX"I;, c4' O otravTo O OVTOKPLTa1 KU T T aK /eATEWPOU 

Xyovow. The general drift of these words 'ass=- easel,' 'ladder,' 
'speaking-place,' ' three-legged stool,' tends towards the definition of a 

platform or stand of some light, temporary sort. 
Our locus classicus, the only occurrence of the word in literature of 

this period, is the well-known, much-discussed passage from the Sympo- 
sium of Plato, I94 B, 

'EsrtX-qoUJWv 
/UrC 

&v ra vc, w 'AyCdwv, detErLV v7' 

SWKPYT7, Er LV 7) TiV (e/vr V V PElCV 
. . . 

aVaf/3VOV70T3 
7r TV 

OKplptVTa 

/eci T^V 
vrOKpLOV 

Kl flkXavrao vavrta roao'VwOa cLrp, L, ucOVTos 
ErSEC'tcOa (aLcroVTo Vo Xoyovq, KGa o 7" TTLOV Kro TXaTcy 

v 
vT v oVlV - 

Odcv ao 0opvpfl-0aoeOat wVEKcL 
r pv O3Xywv avOpwrrwv. The use of the 

word here in the singular prohibits the idea of mounting upon high-soled 
shoes. The lexicographers, as we shall find in considering the imperial 
and later periods of Greek history, entirely misunderstood this passage, 
and it is only gradually that the archaeologists of to-day have been 

arriving at some idea of its true meaning. 
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The passage refers to the Proagon,1 during which the irt8a$Ls of poet 
and actors took place,2 probably in the Odeon, and the 3Kp fl(a must 
be the pija or some temporary stand erected that the poets and actors 
at the coming great festival might stand on it and be viewed by the 
crowds. Therefore, while the oKpflpas probably denotes some elevation, 
it cannot be the high-soled buskin. 

None of the words which have been discussed applies to a high tragic 
boot of the classical period; nor yet do any of the other very numerous 
words for shoe or sandal occur in any connection to justify their inter- 
pretation as tragic high-soled boot.8 These need not be taken up, but 
there is one style of sandal distinguished from the rest by the addition 
of 

TvppqvLKa, 
which deserves special mention. 

ao-avsa8 Tvpp1VLK6 - No ancient authority ever thought of these as 
tragic foot-gear; but Meineke, Com. Graec. II, Part I, p. 91, in his 
remarks on the fragment from Cratinus-- SavX~da TvppqvLKad -quoted 
by Pollux, 7, 86, makes Hesychius his authority for describing them as 
having KadVrrvu L rLifLX)dv, or high sole, and so "simillimni . .. . cothur- 
nis." Even if they had a marked resemblance to the cothurnus, these 

cravS~dA were not put to the same use, but were given to majestic 
figures like the Athena Parthenos. Poll. 7, 92, -avd1Xov ya'p v, 
'7re-c&"r ar8 ' e& 'a rirv 'AO9qvav. 

Inasmuch as we have found no word in literature of the classical 
period for a high-soled tragic boot, we shall next take up the dramas 
themselves and see how far they support the view that the boot worn 
by tragic actors did not have an elevated sole. 

THE DRAMAS 

In the study of these it must be remembered that an ordinary shoe 
would present no impediment to the action, but that a boot with a sole 
from four to ten inches high would present great difficulties to intense 
action. Arnold (Baumeister's Denkm. III, pp. 1575-6) maintains that 
the dramatic action was limited to motions of the head, arms, fingers, 

1 Rohde, ihein. Mus. XXXVIII, p. 251 ff. 
2 Cf. Vita Eur. p. 3, II (Schwartz). 
3 A full treatment of these other words may be found in the article by A. A. 

Bryant on Greek Shoes in tie Classical Period, Harv. Stud. Class. Phil. X, p. 57 if., 
to which I am greatly indebted for help in the preceding pages of this article. 
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and the swaying of the body; but Bethe (Proleg. z. Gesch/. d. Theat., 
p. 324) with greater justice, in my opinion, cites the Parodos of the 
Seven Against Thebes and scenes from the Supppliants of Aeschylus as 
places where intense feeling had free play, while he mentions the close 
of the Choephori and the earlier part of the Eumenides as scenes 
demanding intense, lively action. I must part company with Bethe, 
however, when, assuming the use of the high-soled buskin as unques- 
tionable, he tries to reconcile the violent action of the dramas with the 
difficulties presented by such foot-gear. He speaks of the activity 
shown in the use of similar shoes by the Venetian women of to-day, on 
which they walk easily, kneel, and rise without trouble. Even though 
these are not so high as the shoes he thinks the actors wore, neverthe- 
less he believes the same agility was possible on the high soles of the 
Greeks, because the action is required by the dramas. 

While this may hold true for soles of three inches and under, it hardly 
seems possible with the ten-inch sole which modern authorities give to 
tragedy in the classical period. For tragedy is full of situations de- 
manding violent action. Besides the more general scenes we have 
running entrances of characters in every r6le; actors climb steps or 
ladders, fall and rise readily, creep on the ground, lie upon it for long 
periods at a time, kneel in supplication, and even remove their shoes. 
We now take these up more in detail. 

General Scenes.- Besides the scenes from the Septem, the Suppliants, 
the Choephori, and the Eumenides already mentioned, we find many 
scenes, particularly in Euripides, where the words of the dramas them- 
selves explain the stage business and require intense action. Twice in 
the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus we are told of the leapings of Io, 
which, if not literally carried out, must have been indicated by some 
violent action, as is suggested by v. 599 ff., 

O"KLPprahueo wi the VrVo'TW atKl2t8 
Xalpd/fvro ~IXOov, 

and she rushes out with the cry, 882-886, 
rpoXO&tvCTaL S' O/A41aOL EXly&VY 

7rvcvtLaT"L upyw, yX'o'r?71 aKpaT?' 
OoXepos 86 XoyoL 2rraov" CK, 

-rIV'VInC 7rnnC KIlI.f.(TIrV nrTnC- 
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Violent scenes in Euripides are numerous. Orestes describes his own 
actions, Eur. Or. 278, 

7ot rol 7ro0' '7XcUeC0Ea S&lt'wv ro0; 

The two old men, Cadmus and Teiresias, act in most undignified fashion 
in Bacchae, 184-5, 

rol X P 
oVopev etv, Krot Km0aLr6vaL do'8a 

Kc KparTa LoaL tO roXLdv; 

cf. 190, 195 ff., also the words of Pentheus, 248-251, 

aTrp 68' o aXXo Oavta, roy v TcpaoKoTOV 
v TOLKLXaL(YL 

veppoL' TELpcto'Wa-V b6p 
7raTepa Te l.VTp 

s 
p i/ngt, 7, 2roXvV yeXOV, 

vapOrKL / aKXEVOVr'" 

and the reply of Teiresias refusing to stop his dance in honor of 
Dionysus, 322-324, 

y7% /Av o v Kai 
KS/osF ,'v crb 8TaycXa, KLO WT 7E ep 

O/LedO?e 
KitL Xopcr o 

yLr., 
7roXLa avv(opli, dXX' t &O XopevrEov. 

Helen rushes to the altar pursued by Menelaus and throws herself upon 
it, as we see from Hel. 546-556; and there are a number of other 
scenes -Heracl. 69-79, cf. 128; Hec. 1056-10o59; Or. 211-235 and 
1554 ff.; Phoen. 315-16; I. A. 314-320, 631, and Ion, 1250 ff.--in 
which activity of motion is spoken of. No one, I think, would expect 
Euadne to wear high-soled boots when she leaps into the funeral pyre, 
Supp.l. o69-1o71. 

Hurried Entrances. I. Of Messengers. - Running is demanded in 
the stage action by the words of the chorus, Aesch. Pers. 246-248, 

C&LX' poL SOKEV 7X" ECLr7 raVT a 
valpTv Xoyov. 

ToSE y"p 8p'E?~i/a oArTos I-pGcLKp v 7rp l ~ CLa1 
V, KLL (EC L (a4Cs TL 7rpayos lr9X?,v -q Qac XCLV 

and messengers enter in haste (wrrovSj), if not running, Aesch. Sefpt 39 
(cf. 54), 371; Eur. Hzpzp. 1151-2; Ion, 1Io9-1o; Med. 1118-112o0; 
Tro. 232. Cf. also the parody in Ar. Av. 1121 ff. 
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2. Of Heroic Characters. - Running was not confined to the lesser 

rbles. Heroes, too, enter on the run. Eur. Or. 725-6, 

&XX' dcroup yap rovSC blOXArrov f3porOv 
IIvXd'8lv 8pdoL, -,ElrdXOVra Q~wKcw aro, 

Eur. Tro. 306-7, 
OVK 

CfTLVo 
1) v7rLL7rpaWtv, aXXa 7rd-t 1117 

paLvas Ooda'et Seipo KaacvSpa 8 pdp . 
Entrances at great speed (Aprtrovs) are made according to Soph. El. 
871-2 (cf. 934-5); Oed. Col. 885-890; Track. 58 ff. Eur. Bacch. 
1230 (cf. ii168) ; Or. 1505, 1550; and in great haste (nrov38n) accord- 
ing to Aesch. Sept. 374. Soph. Ai. I223-4; Phil. I223. Eur. Andr. 
545-6, 824-840, 88o; Bacch. 212, 642 (cf. 647); Hec. 216-17; 
Heracl. 18; HipzHp. 902-3; Ion, I253; Rhes. 85. 

Climbing Scenes. - Twice heroic characters climb steps. Although 
the actual process is not described, we know that Danaus has climbed 
up the steps of the great altar from his words, Aesch. SuPjl. 713-14, 

LKETraSKOVu yap T?( 
sa'ra oKo q 1p(W 

ro rTXOlov. cJuopov yap povL eXavWOdv"CL 
And another scene from the Phoenissae of Euripides, r o3-io6, shows 
us an old pedagogue helping Antigone up a ladder or flight of steps to 
the top of her house, 

AN. opeye vvv opeye yeparv v e 

Xcp', 7r\ 
0KXLLa'KOW 

r8O\~ 
LXvos 7ravrkXXov. 

IIAI. 18oV $v'vaqov, 9rap0Ev'* CLS KaLp v 8' ,7. 

It is hard to imagine these scenes being carried out with the actors 
raised upon soles five to ten inches high. 

Falling and Rising Scenes.- The most violent fall is taken by Iolaus 
in Eur. Heracl. 75-79, 

10. 
76C rov yE'pov"T aaXOv 'cr7 

7r&1) 

XVIACVOV' (i) TaXcs. 
XO. 7rpOT 7ro~0 07E j 

7loTO)/LLS VO,"flTqvov 
rTlvcLS; 

10. 18, , 1? WEVOL9 /lC (0vv aLuatwOV OCov 

EXKEL ,PLo, 
ZvO EK 

o;&7rpO),,0LL ,. 
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And we are told that his legs had been knocked from under him in the 
words of the chorus, 127 ff., 

/34t vLv OVTos Tvqo) a r''o-Xa paaycLv 

5r7TlO *V r-7qG-C KCWT4?XCV Yo'VV 
rEpovros, (WaTC /LE K/LaXLv OLKT#6 ScKpt. 

He falls again when Macaria goes off, but this time from faintness not 
from violence, v. 602. He is bidden to rise by a servant in 635 and 

evidently raises himself up. Similar scenes, where the actors swoon 
upon hearing bad news, are to be found in Eur. Andr. 1076-1078; Hec. 
438-502; Tro. 462-465 ; and Philoctetes, 820-893, is put to sleep by 
the pain from his poisoned foot. Having once fallen the persons are 
all obliged to rise again, and they invariably do it unassisted when 
addressed by the words Zrapc avrrov. The falling would be easy 
enough, but rising upon pedestals of leather or wood, such as the high 
soles must have been, would have been extremely awkward. 

Lying Scenes. - Many of the scenes included under the preceding 
heading involve lying on the ground for some time (e. g. Soph. Phil. 

820-879), but two of the plays of Euripides begin with actors lying 
prostrate on the ground. It is Adrastus who lies with his head hid in 
his mantle in Suppl. 1-112, and we are first made aware of this by the 
words of Aethra, 20-22, 

KOLVOV & A(opTov TalTS' EXOJV XP'as '~ E.u7% 

Apao-7pl- OL 
La 8XKPVLV TCYYO)YV OS 

He continues in this posture until v. 112 when the words of Theseus 
compel him to stand up. The Troades opens with Hecabe lying before 
the palace. She remains prostrate for I20 verses. Then she, too, rises. 
It is not necessary to suppose that the high soles could be seen by the 
spectators while the actors were lying on the stage, but, if they were 
visible, as is very possible, they must have made a ridiculous sight. At 
a much later date we find Lucian (Somn. 26) ridiculing the momentary 
exposure of such a boot. Another similar scene occurs towards the end 
of Hercules Furens, vv. 1159-1402, in which Heracles seats himself on 
the ground with his mantle over his head mourning for the murders he 
has committed. He as well as the others rises from this position, thereby 
showing that it was a comparatively easy thing to rise from any position 
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with the shoes that were worn. It is difficult to conceive of this with 

high soles, ten inches high. 
Creeping Scenes. - Furthermore, two charaCters creep about before 

the spectators: the aged priestess, Aesch. Eum. 34 ff., 
e &Lva X4eaL, SaLva S'' OaXuo! SpaKclv 

7raXLv u"' l rqu4vIC (K dSO/j.W WV Aoetov, 
S iJ.7)TCe OCOKWv iLVTE qL a"K7aVCLV a/v3LT' 

PreXOSe cXCporLv, o01 7roSOKCLt T KCXOW 

d'oraoL yp ypc~a oV CV, av"raL j/v 0V 

and Polymestor, Eur. Hec. 1056-1059, 

WLLOL 4E'Y, ,ra, W 

7 T(Mo, 7ra KOX-0); 

rerp7ro8o da'rLw Oqlpos 
ope.repov" 

L1''vo/ 
iO rLcpa m 

KaTr vos; 
In these any high-soled buskin worn must have been in full sight of the 
audience - a strange thing to believe of the Greek drama. Thus, 
another difficult posture is presented to us from which apparently the 
actors raised themselves to their feet without trouble. 

Scenes of Supplication. - Perhaps the most difficult feat of all to 

accomplish with a ten-inch sole would be the act of supplication, in 
which one actor sank upon his knee and stroked the chin and grasped 
the knee of another. Not to speak of the height to which the chin of 
the latter would be raised by high-soled buskins, the mere act of kneel- 

ing on the ground with one foot on a leather pedestal of five to ten 
inches must have been in the highest degree uncomfortable and at the 
same time awkward to look at. And yet actors assumed this position 
many times. 

Soph. Phil. 485-6 (Philoctetes to Neoptolemus), 
E 
r.Ol 7"TL-7rpoc7r'lvo a yOva(ro, Katvp (le 

aKpa(O)p 0X 

'7,O)v, XO~X. 
Eur. Andr. 572-575, cf. 7 17 if. (Andromache to Peleus), 

&XX' Tai )w a-', W"T0 yEpOV, TOW cTOW 7rapos 
7rtvov(Oa yovarov, XCLP S 'OVK E$Cort / LOL 

^ 
% ^% 

X?l/eOOL 
/LX7C7lt?, YCVCLaO8, 

io-at Cc 7rps Oc(^LV 
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Ibid. 892-895 (Hermione to Orestes), 

'Aya/uvovo 7rat, 7rpod oTE TOvW yOVViryV 
OLK7TPOV j)/af1 ;V WVrLOKO-7rE% TVXag 
7rpa00ov7aT OVK dC. 

OTL/LTOWV 
8 OV2K 

oTOWc 

H]ftp. 325-6, cf. 333 (Nurse to Phaedra), 

4'AI. T1 8pa:s; /3utd~Et XELPO's eapro/.EuvV; TP. Kat 
'wdV ye yOVaTWV, KOv 

/tE0opt 
707COTE. 

Other instances abound: Soph. Oed. Col. 1754. Eur. Hec. 275 (cf. 
273, 286), 339 (cf. 344), 752-3 (cf. 787, 812); Hel. 894, 1236-7; 
Her. Fur. 1208; HZipp. 605-607; 1. A. 900oo ff. (cf. 9o8-9Io), 1215- 
1217; Med. 324, 709-10o; Or. 382, 1507 ; Phoen. 923 ; Suppl. 165; 
Tro. 1042. 

Hurried Exits.- We have seen that actors of the chief as well as of 
the less important r6les enter in great haste, and, during the scene, 
dance, run about, fall, creep, and rise, all in the most natural way. 
Now we shall see that in making their exits they must often have shown 
speed and violent action. Such must have been true of Jocasta if she 
acted as the words of the chorus, Soph. Oed. Tyr. 1o73-4, lead us 
to imagine, 

t7tOTE /3/7- KC/KE/ Oin&7ov-, V'7i Ayptaa 

4.aoaa Xv'7rnq V YVVY 

Nor can we believe in a quiet exit of Orestes in Aesch. Choeph. o10(-2. 
The text gives us no cues on this point, but his own words show the 

pitch to which his feelings have risen. The Dread Goddesses are all 
about him to his fevered imagination. He is unable to escape them, 
and bursts off the scene with the cry, 0o61 -2, 

/lET'v OvX 
op.TE Tro'8, -yw" " 68pG" 

.av'voat 
SZ EKO KET i'' V 

./tvaL/A 
ew. 

In other plays, likewise, the words with which the characters leave the 
scene betray violent emotions and leave little doubt of intense action in 
the exit. Such are Eur. Elect. 216 ff.; Hipz. 599-600; Phoen. 128o ff. 
In fact, it is impossible to escape the conviction that the Greek drama 
carried out in action the emotions expressed so often in words, un- 
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hampered by any such hindrances as high-soled boots. And not only 
is the action in general violent, but many situations arise when the use 
of a lofty sole is really precluded. The words of Bethe (Proleg. z. 
Gesch. d. Theat., p. 321) that the actors "richten sich sogar allein ohne 
Hilfe auf," are borne out by the facts. Adrastus rises unaided after 
lying before the temple during the recital of over a hundred verses. 
Hecabe does the same after an equal length of time. So, too, does 
Iolaus. We have, then, these instances of prominent characters rising 
to fheir feet unaided, a thing to be expected with an ordinary shoe, but 
difficult to imagine if we picture them rising upon a ten-inch pedestal 
of leather or wood. 

There remains to be discussed a very important passage, Aesch. 
Ag. 944-5, 

dXX d IOKdL coL taGr', vral  L apflvXa- 
Xv'OL 

raxO;, 7TpO8ovXov /4_3aoLv roS&'. 

Professor Carl Robert (Hall. Winckelmannspr. 22, p. 23) was the first 
person to appreciate the significance of this passage. Agamemnon has 
just come home from the Trojan war. His base and deceitful wife, 
Clytemestra, wishes him to make a triumphal entry over a carpet of 
purple. And he, finally persuaded, says, ' Well, if so it pleaseth thee, 
let some one quickly undo my shoes, servants to my feet in walking.' 
The act of taking off the shoes is accomplished between lines 945 and 
955. The poet with the greatest art has allowed for that time by intro- 
ducing the subject of the 'jealousy of the gods,' and by directions for 
the welfare of his favorite captive, Cassandra. Then, finally, in 956 he 
turns to enter the palace with the words, 

braIt 8' aKO 

'oCLV~Ov 

KareO pal asL T 

up h FSwv uc'XaOpa rropclpac 7rawjv. 
Robert brought out the fact that, if Agamemnon had been wearing 
high-soled boots, their removal would have left him ridiculously shorter 
than Clytemestra, and that so gross an offence against good taste could 
not have been permitted. 

To me this argument seems perfectly valid. Agamemnon gives 
directions for the removal of his travelling shoes, waits while it is being 
done, then enters the door near which he is standing. If it is granted 
that his shoes were removed, we cannot escape the conclusion that they 
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were ordinary, not high-soled, shoes; for, otherwise, not only would he 
be ridiculously cut off in stature, but his long chiton (XrT'v 7ro87'q3p), 
too long now by a number of inches, would trip him or have to be 
gathered up in most untragic manner. 

But some will not be willing to grant that the shoes were taken off. 
Robert, himself, having become convinced from a little painting found 
in Herculaneum of the -use of an eight or ten-inch sole in the fifth 
century, took back his earlier assertion and formulated the hypothesis 
that there was here only a show of taking off the shoes, and that they 
were kept on in reality. This hypothesis is not the natural one; it is 
rather the result of prejudgment of the point at issue. To one not 
concerned about the tragic boot the lines would certainly mean that 
the shoes came off; and if they came off, they could not have been 
high-soled. 

Our evidence from the drama, therefore, proves that the actors were 
quick on their feet and easily assumed all manner of difficult postures. 
They enter and leave in haste, sometimes on the run, they dance and 
leap, creep on hands and knees, kneel in supplication, and rise to their 
feet unaided. So much our evidence tells us. It is, therefore, opposed 
to the use of any boot with a high sole. But it is not conclusive 
evidence and can be valuable only as it corroborates our evidence from 
other sources. 

EVIDENCE FROM CONTEMPORARY ART 

Perhaps the most convincing proof that tragic actors did not wear 
high-soled shoes is the fact that such shoes are not to be found in any 
of the monuments of the period and are notably lacking in the one 

piece of sculpture which renders most faithfully the dress of a tragic 
actor of this period. This is the Piraeus Relief.' 

Piraeus Relief. - This was erected as a choregic monument in the 
Piraeus at the close of the fifth century or the beginning of the fourth.2 
It stood for a long time a striking example of sculpture of the later 
Pheidian school. At a subsequent date another hand, unwilling that the 

figures on it should be nameless, scratched two names (perhaps more) 

1 Published by Robert, Ath. Mitt. VII, pl. XIV, p. 389. 
2 So dated by Robert, 1. c., p. 392; and by Friedrichs-Wolters, Die Gipsabgilsse 

Antiker Bildwerke, No. 1135, Berlin, 1885. 
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on the base --one, AIONY*O*, the other, almost obliterated, prob- 
ably TTAPAAIA.' In the troublous times that followed it was over- 
turned and found a resting place in the harbor. It was recovered in 
our own times, little damaged by its long stay beneath the waves, and 
was brought to its present home in the Museum of the Piraeus. The 
Berlin Museum possesses a cast (No. I I35). 

In conception the relief is closely analogous to the commonly 
depicted "Death-Feasts," 2 though used here for a choregic votive 
offering. At the right, on a couch, reclines a young man, who holds 
upraised in his right hand a drinking-horn and in his left, close by his 
side, a shallow bowl. At his feet sits a maiden, who wears the nebris in 
addition to her chiton.8 The left-hand half of the relief is taken up by 
the standing figures of three young men, who are readily identified as 
actors by their costumes and the masks which two of them carry. Two, 
also, carry mirrors.4 Evidently, the scene is one of preparation for the 
play. The actor who has no mask must have been represented with it 
already on. His head has been badly mutilated, but the position of the 
mirror, which he is holding up in his left hand, puts it beyond a doubt 
that he was represented taking a final look at the way his mask set. 
The other two are not so nearly ready and have the masks still in their 
hands. 

As Agamemnon, last of all, before seizing his spears (II. 11, 41), 

Kp,t S" " lov KvvClv a7 ro rcrpaqaX-qpov 
LtrrovpLv SEvOv 

Se XOOos KaOv'repOev JVevev, 

so, I feel certain, the actors put on their masks last of all. In dressing, 
anything that is going to embarrass our heads we leave to the end. It 
would be both unnatural and inconvenient for an actor to put on his 

Robert, 1. c., p. 391, reads TTAIA H A, but Schuchhardt, Ath. Mit,. XIII, 

p. 221, finds on the stone r  / AIA TTAPAAIA. 
2 Furtwiingler, Collection Sabouroff, I, pls. 30-33, Berlin, 1883-1887. 
3 For attempts at identifying these two figures see Robert and Friedrichs-Wolters, 

1. c.; also Robert, Sceniscies, Hermes, XXII, p. 336; and finally Schuchhardt, 
Paralia, Ath. Mitt. XIII, p. 221 ff. 

4 These were first regarded by Robert, and, following him, Friedrichs as tambou- 
rines (tympana), but were finally identified by Robert, Scenisches, Hermes, XXII, 
336, as mirrors, by which the actors are adjusting their masks. 
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mask before he had properly adjusted his chiton and drawn on his shoes. 
Therefore, since one actor undoubtedly has his mask on and the other 
two have theirs in their hands and the mirrors with which to adjust 
them, we may feel certain that in this relief we see the actors as they 
were just before appearing in the orchestra for the performance. 

Nothing seems lacking in the costume. The long chiton (XLtrwv 
7roS~jpr q) is the same as that which persisted in tragedy down through 
imperial times. The broad girdle confines it high up on the waist. 
Close-fitting sleeves reach to the wrist and closed shoes cover their feet. 
But how different these shoes are from the high-soled buskin modern 
authorities would attribute to this period! They are only partially 
concealed and we can easily tell their type. They are closed boots, but 
without any elevation. As I have shown above, this is almost the last 
minute before the actors enter the orchestra. Therefore, if they had 
been accustomed to use high-soled boots, they would have been on by 
this time. But not only are the high-soled shoes missing, they are even 
replaced by other shoes with soles of ordinary thickness. 

The evidence to be derived from this relief is of the most positive 
nature. The style is such that the date is indisputable; the costumes 
of the three figures are so complete that their identity as. actors is fixed; 
finally, they have their stage-shoes already on and these are not elevated. 

In the light of the knowledge derived from the Piraeus relief, we may 
consider another monument of this period, an amphora in the Museum 
of Naples, which has acquired from the paintings upon it the name 
Satyr-Vase. It is one of the two earliest pieces of evidence extant for 
the costume of tragedy, the other being a crater, in the Berlin Museum, 
decorated with the scene of Andromeda's rescue from the sea-monster 
by Perseus. 

Satyr- Vase' and Andromeda Crater.2 - The usefulness of the satyr- 
vase as evidence is made plain by comparing the costumes shown upon 
it with the costumes upon the crater, where a purely tragic scene is 

I Published, Mon. Ined. III, 31; Baumeister's Denkm., pl. V; Schreiber, 
Culturhist. Bilderallas, pl. 3; Wieseler, Theatergebiiude und Denkmiler des Bihknen- 
wesens, pl. VI, 2, G8ttingen, 1851. 

2 Published, 7tahrb., 1896, p. 292 and pl. 2; Englemann, Archaeol. Studien z. d. 
Tragikern, fig. 20, Berlin, 19oo. 
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represented. By such a comparison Bethe1 proves that the costume of 
the chief actors of a satyr play was identical with the costume worn by 
actors of tragedy. Like costume bespeaks a like origin, and we find 
Aristotle saying of tragedy, Poeties, 1449 a, 20, S b 7T' K OCT0VpLKOV 
LCraflaXCLV. 

If Bethe's proof holds, we can look to the Satyr-Vase for evidence on 
the shoes of the actors as well as the rest of the costume. The painter 
of the crater has taken advantage of his liberties and has represented 
Andromeda with bare feet. The actors on the Satyr-Vase, however, 
wear closed shoes without any high sole. As Mtiller,2 Navarre,8 and 
Haigh4 say, the high sole may be left off for the sake of activity, to 
which the shorter chitons might point; but Bethe argues that it was left 
out for artistic reasons, or because it was put on just before entering the 
scene." Vase-painting does take such liberties with the facts that we 
cannot lay much stress on evidence derived from it. Where it corro- 
borates other trustworthy evidence, however, there it is valuable. The 
Satyr-Vase makes more certain the results obtained from a study of the 
Piraeus relief. 

Furthermore, a careful search through the whole range of sculpture, 
vase-paintings, and terra-cotta figurines fails to reveal anything in the 
nature of a high-soled shoe. The grave-reliefs8 often show very thick 
sandals; such seem to have been common foot-wear. But none can 
exceed a height of two inches and none have any connection with 
tragedy. Not even the South Italian vases, which often have very 
faithful reproductions of scenes from tragedy, show high-soled buskins.7 
But, as most of the scenes are treated more as living stories than as 
stage representations, we cannot lay much emphasis on this fact. A 
striking contrast to later times when the use of the high sole is a certain 
fact is to be remarked in the absence of this part of the dress as a 

1 7ahrb., 1896, p. 292 ff. Cf. Arnold in Baumeister's Denkm. III, 1568-1571. 
Also Daremberg et Saglio, Dict. d. Ant. s. v. Cothurnus. Cf. Hor. Sat. I, 5, 64. 

2 Lehrb. d. grieck. Biihnenalt., p. 242, Freiburg i. B., 1886. 

3 Dionysos, p. 185, Paris, 1895. 
4 The Attic Theatre2, p. 287, Oxford, 1898. 
5 Proleg. z. Gesch. d. Theat., p. 37, note 13. 
6 Conze, Attische Grabreliefs, plates, Berlin, I893-1904. 
7 Englemann, Archaeol. Studien z. d. Tragikern. Huddilston, Greek Tragedy 

in the Light of Vase Paintings, London, 1898. 
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symbol of tragedy. Whereas in the Imperial period we find the mask 
and the buskin together the symbols of tragedy, in this period the mask 
stands alone. Therefore, we find art joining with literature and denying 
emphatically for this period the existence of a high-soled tragic shoe. 

Our study of the evidence on the use of the high-soled buskin cannot 
be confined to the classical period alone, for almost all the evidence in 
favor of the use is obtained from later literature and art. These must 
be examined and their bearing on the use of the high-soled boot in the 
classical period ascertained. While this article does not attempt to 
settle the time when the high-soled shoe was introduced into tragedy, 
the argument against the classic use of the high-soled boot may be 
materially strengthened by showing that such a boot was not used for 
two centuries after the classical period, or, in other words, was not used 
during the Hellenistic period. 

EVIDENCE FROM HELLENISTIC LITERATURE 

Dierks' discovers evidence for the use of the boot in this period in 
the description of the festival procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus, given 
by Callixenus and quoted by Athenaeus, 5, 198 a. We find that the 
procession was made up of fantastic personages representing the various 
chief divinities, each god in turn having a little company of his own 
followers to represent different features of his worship. In this manner 
Dionysus was accompanied by Sileni, Satyrs, Winged Victories, boys 
clad in purple, and others. Then we read (198 a), ucO' ov's 3 tXrvo' 
Svo &v ropcAvpcus XXac/A.LV Kat KprlrrqZ0L XCVK=L. LTXC 8 

' 
avTv 6 Ucv 

"rfTao'ov 
KLL K27pVKCLOV 

XPV'O-OVV, 
0 8 

O'XOrLyy.. UEO'O 
89 

S"OTOVWV 
1L~Cev a' 

p "/ELCWV , TCTp7arqV, V T TpcyLK^ lOtac'OC KKL a7rpo0Wrr7r, 

cpowv ypvarov 'A"paXOe'a1 Kp'~G s 
rpoOrryop&Tro 

'EvLavro'. 'Between 
the two Sileni walked the Year, taller than they, a six-footer, in tragic 
make-up and wearing a mask.' Dierks argues, " Si ad talem magnitu- 
dinem corporis respicimus, summa veritatis specie conicere licet illum 
cothurnos peraltos gestasse." He takes exception to Maass2 who 
wishes to explain this passage by some other means than the cothurnus, 
quoting Apollodorus 2, 4, 9, qv 8~ (Heracles) Kal owpOcrcl 4opflcp 

1 De Trag. Graee. Hab. Scaen., p. 10. 
2 Annali d. Instil., I881, p. 115, note I. 
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o0 trats At Ls v. rcrpa7rV-)X1aov Lev LdXC To ca. "Sed fieri non 
potest," continues Dierks, "ut hi loci inter se comparentur. 'Nam 
Apoll. de Herculis magnitudine loquitur, quomodo in cultu ficta sit, 
Callix. vero de histrione quodam. Ratio autem inter illos locos haec 
est: Graeci quia heroes ingenti corporis magnitudine fuisse existima- 
bant, histriones cum cothurnis prodeuntes fecerunt, ut speciei illorum 
adaequarentur. Quam fuisse causam usus cothurnorum, expressis verbis 
indicatur a Philostr. ( Vita Apoll. VI, II1) OKplpavVTro s robV' 7roKPLTa 
CiVC/3L/clTCVV J ;W a 0EKELOL; ('~PwarL) 3CdtvoLcv." 

The firmly rooted conviction that high-soled boots were part of the 

TpayLK) LStdOcLE~ of this period leads Dierks into the error of forgetting 
that there were many men in those days, as in the present, who needed 
no elevated shoes to make them six-footers. Such men were noticed 
then as now.' To carry the horn of Amalthea such a man might well 
have been picked, a man conspicuous for his height. We may feel that 
a grander spectacle would have been secured by mounting him and the 

gods as well on high-soled boots; but, so far as we know, that was not 
done here. And, even if it could be proved for this procession, it 
would not be convincing evidence for the usage of the drama. Because 
fantastic personages appear in our processions ten feet tall, it is no proof 
that they would appear thus represented on the stage. 

Furthermore, those of the later words for high-soled tragic boot which 
have been preserved to us in the scanty literature of this period show 
no evidence of having yet been perverted from their classical meaning; 

1ppfq 
is still the poetical word for shoe. Theocritus, Id. 7, 26, 

7rcr-a 
XtOos 7rrat'o-a' 7o" dpvMGorv roT . 

Lycophron, Alex. 837-839, 

TOv XPV(TOraTPOv dpLOov apaaprcas a yvdOoLs, 
vbY 

?ra7ovoPybv .p.ev . 
Appydrupov. TOYV77TcLaTOVpyOV apOev 
ap/V7oTTEpOV. 

And Ko'Oopvos again occurs with KpOKuoT's (if the fragment be correctly 
restored) as a woman's boot covering the shins. Herodas, Mimiamb. 
8, 69, 

Ko]0pov[E .... 

Cf. Ar. Ran. o1014; Vesp. 553. 
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-KpOKWT- occurring six lines before. The Kpl7rt' is worn by soldiers, 
Theocr. Id. 15, 6 (see p. 133), and by Sileni in a festival procession, 
Callixenus ap. Athen. 5, 198 a (see p. 146). This can be no tragic high- 
soled boot. The 

Kplqr-iS?c 
are mentioned here because of their unusual 

color, white, as are the chlamydes because they are purple. 
Nor do any of the side-lights on the drama of this period favor the 

use of a high-soled shoe. Just as prize-fighters of the present day take 
to the stage to exhibit their skill, so we can believe the professional 
boxers of Greece did. For such a man set up a dedicatory inscription 
in this period to commemorate his many victories in the revived plays 
of Euripides.1 As was to be expected, we find the titles of the plays in 
which he performed to have been those of the most violent plays of 
Euripides, those demanding a great show of excitement and liveliness. 
Are we to suppose that he wore high-soled boots and so hindered, if 
not absolutely prohibiting, a display of his superior muscle ? 

Thus the Hellenistic period seems not to have made use of the high- 
soled buskin any more than the classical period. This we shall find 
corroborated by later copies of art of this period. None of the actual 
remains of the art of this period have any bearing on the question of 
the high-soled tragic shoe. 

Thus far we have examined literature and art down to the year 
150 B.C. and have found no trace of such a boot in art, no name for it, 
no mention of it in literature. But in art shortly after this we find the 
high-soled shoe and in literature of the next century we find it men- 
tioned. What evidence for the classic use of the shoe does this later 
literature give us? 

EVIDENCE FROM LITERATURE OF THE IMPERIAL AND LATER PERIODS 

The high-soled boot of these times was called by six different names, 
as I have said before (p. I30). These I shall take up in alphabetical 
order. 

ApSPWl.- Suidas attributes to Aeschylus the introduction of appfv'xa 
as part of the costume of tragedy and translates by the better known 
term 

l?PflratL, S. 
v. Ai'Xoso ov'ro ~ rpw7ros T epc wrpoowLreta ScmLv Kat 

XVptA)oL KCXPtloLEVca ECLV TOV1 TpayKVLOV 
Ka, rTC; ap 

v.XCLL tTOTS KaLXoV- 

1 
Herzog, Ein Athlel als Schauspieler, Phzilol. LX, p. 44o ff. 
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.LVOLOL EflrcLTtL KCep~aOaL. Because of its frequent use in the dramas 
Suidas must have committed the error of considering it the technical 
word in classical times for the ~pflcTraL of his own time. For never 
again is it found with this signification, but it is found with other definite 
meanings: Poll. 7, 86, 7v SE r6L 7rOs/La KcLL dpPfl/VXq, eTCXa Tv'v 

pyadoav. Photius, Biblioth. (Bekker), p. 2 b, 18, [dvcyv9W50l] oJL rT 
-cavM8aX, 4~ t, vvv Xcyocva ppfl'Xas Xkcyov ot makatol. Hesychius, 
s. v. appflXat.  oo s V7roh&.LrW'v. Etym. Magn. s.. v. Appfrlv 7rapa 
T 

ApLOOEpT(OoL roLS 7rov, ap/AVX, Kal appfviX. EGrtV 8 dSo\ v0sro- 

s87/aroT OrEpLOGC Telpyaw-jlivov. Anthol. Pal. I6, 306-308, in three 
different epigrams describes the same statue of Anacreon wearing 
app/vXt~e, P /avTa, 

ua, 
vaXa. By this array of authorities who would 

undoubtedly have mentioned the tragic use of the adpp/3AX, if there had 
been one, the statement of Suidas is discredited, and we may be per- 
mitted to conclude that appX-v was never the name for the high-soled 
tragic boot. 

Ijppis and pptjis. - The similarity in spelling of these two words has 
caused endless confusion and contradiction among the writers of late 
Greek literature. The weight of the evidence, however, seems to fall 
to 

i~fldTrq 
as the proper name for the high-soled tragic boot. The 

4flPas is so called by Epictetus, ap. Arrian, Diatrib. Epictet. I, 29, 
41-43, eTTraL "p"vos 1aVXa v ot .paywas.i OIGOV7a avroVSeL ra 
7Trpoo-wetCa KCL Ep43L&LSa KcLL T\ Tv'p/ALc.. . a v a L' $ToV KEV L 

rTag iEP3fl3aL KacL TO7 OETOV Kc 7rpV OrT(aTV VX aVTOV rpouaycy7l, -arrw- 
Xero 6 rpaypoS 

- AELe; av wvWiv X~, .vecL" 
by Lucian, Srcn. 26 

(according to Reitz), Kal 7Gv 
T ~E43Gs v rV 

7 T LV 
aOPO0foTTlV 

KL 

oV KaLT Xov YOTO TroSd', where the author is exposing to ridicule the 
fictions of an actor's make up; by Pollux, 4, 115, 

Ka. 
Ta T7ro8?7/jRaTr 

KdOOpVOL U\V T& T7payLKa KaGL 
 U~CiSE, UflaaTaL 8\ T\ KOLLKa, and 7, 

85, C/pdfl~Cs 
* TErTe ucV h TO\1froSLja, OpaKLOV 8 T\ 

pv'ptq, 
T7 v S8 

1E8av KO6pvOLts cTr7WLVOL sOLKEV" 
in the Anth. Pal. 7, 5 1, 

v ov ' o v ro670rov ey) 
TeO(a rdTTov, aXXa rT BaKXov 

flijuaara KaLL Gt-K?)qVLaE/fl/3StL LcOopE'vas. 

But the reading here is corrupt; in Bekker's Anecdota Graeca, II, 
p. 746, I8, 

rprov 
'LEv ~ ne 

yovro lv3pas robsV 
/elova 

aowvV EXovras, 

evETcpov 
8e 0oVXL/EVOL 

KcLL Ta -w/aTa7 
SCLKVELV 

pKWpiK, 3CfS' 8 r0;4- 
poiW KaL iL/aLTt 710roS7p7. 
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On the other hand, it is used as in classical literature by Lucian, 
Pseud. 19, (V KOUTLtWo 7rdvv XpUva1 s ~U pL SaP' Xov a' K Kaara TvppavL- 

KCV V Rhet. Praec. 15, 7 
E/4J3CT qKVO)V' 7TLXoLs 

TOs 
XvK0T LTrL7rpE- 

7rova"- by Synesius, Epist. 52, p. i89 c, 7rap' o01 /LOL SOKEI Kal 
'T7rpVUILV 

e$OeLv-a-L 
O 
Ca T V'Lsvarp 7TroV s L/las Etym. Mzagn. s. v. iPESC * 0 

V78ro0-LT0o *a7T 70 iOepalLvev rov "Sa 7rd Thornm. Mag. s. v. 
zpdSsc* 

ejuTa'Se L Kr'KLLKL '7 0&78q/La, CL'C, /3SLCL sa 8'Tr rXWs 0ro&qULSa' 
Ammon. De diff vocab. s. v. 

4L/flSE" //-cLdSC 
Kal E/.L/flaraTa &OlEpL. 

EijUp/S8.JLV 
YEap, Ta 

L 
KW/\LKL VT0",qo/a7a. 

L/OTa L SE L 
Tr paytYLKa2 

Hesych. s. v. ipflpc " 
Eso is ro/qAaros " Pseudo-Orpheus, Argonauf'ca, 

594, 
aVrTp qLOL /Lo X7ms y4pas <wracer &tos 'Irawv 
eufla'Sa Xpvaelt'- 7'7'Lvot'vru v e 7rP;YcuuLv" 

Anecd. Graec. (Bekker), p. 249, 25, c80s OBroSj8pros. 'o'Wo 7rapr 
43LPpalv w roS0 7rd&a KarTovdWLgratL. The fact that Lucian twice uses 

4upflas without any tragic connotation might tend to prove that in the 
first passage quoted from him (Somn. 26) the reading KoOdpvov Of 
Mss. ACT is the correct one. Thus we find 

,pds 
used seven times as 

tragic boot; but out of that number twice the text is corrupt, twice our 
authorities, Epictetus and the Anthologia Graeca, are not trustworthy 
for scenic antiquities, and Pollux is in absolute contradiction to Ammo- 
nius, Thomas Magister, Suidas, Libanius, Dio Cassius, Lucian, and the 
scholiasts, who agree that -E4pldrrq is the correct term for the high-soled 
boot of tragedy. Pollux calls the C/4P3drrq the shoe of comedy (4, 
II15), and reiterates this 7, 9I, ipCflpraT S c Ovoua ro-t 

KTOLKO~.{rTOO 

- 

/LanLV. He must be incorrect in this and must have interchanged the 
words 4,flpas and iPflrls ; for the latter is used thirteen times as the 
boot of tragedy. 

Lucian, Jup. Trag. 41, implies that three famous actors of earlier 
centuries' wore this eijfl/.rl?. But the names are probably used as 
stock names for tragic actors of any time. His words are, &vdayKrK -vo v 
OdrLpov -roL II^XOV Kacc 'ApLTrd SLOV KaL  ~LVPOV \yZqO9 

' oe Eco , 

lvat rdrOe rTa 7rpooTwr7a Trv OEwv ara 
Kal TO r Es eTflra Ka~L TOV\ 

7ro8-peLs XLTw7Vlg KrX. He further shows that it is exactly the high- 

See V51ker, De Graecarum rFabularum Actoribus, Diss. Hall., I88o. 
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soled boot which he calls iE/3prT)s, Necyom. I6, KaTar3a # Lr 7TO O 

eiparLVv 7ivs KaiL arTCLV 
O rCEPLETLV. Quoin. kis/or. s. conscrib. 22, 

oTrrc o 7rpayULa EOLK CLVoT rTpayO)Sp Tbv ErToov P LCV 7r1dSa E7 ~iudrov 
'10Xo0 PE3p/d7KTL, OTC0EpOV Sc 8\av&LXw roScrcj'ivw. De sal/at. 27, 77y 

3paytpay ... opeLp/v XLaa .. . iLPTLLats Zl/toi E E7TOXOVEVOs. 

The most definite statement of all is the scholiast's definition of 
Lt3PCLrL,, Luc. Epist. Saturn. 19, 7 

;ov'Xa,, 
CL a d'L/LXXMovTLv VrTO ToV ras , Cva 

4avwr 
t LaKpdropot. According to the scholium on 

Crvp1qV, Soph. Ai. 3, 
they are a part of the theatrical KEVr ": TKVlq,. 7 7rpOdTKacpoV KaTo0LKa, 

nv 'OttpO 
KXLaTl V 

XEYLY, 
KC i T WV 

Spa7aouvpyOV W 
KEV27, ) YOU7 T( 

7rpooTwreaL, ol E/jJLTaL, Kai at TocaGvraTL rTTodXaL KL TRTaXXa. Dio Cas- 

sius, 63, 8, 4, mentions 
E//cfla'aL 

in the list of Nero's outfit for his tour 
of artistic conquest through Greece, Kai o7rXa KL&Lpac TE KaL 7rX7XKTpa 

7rporo-wrrl rTE KaL 
/43PLra 

c E*pov, and Nero wore them in the theatre, 
63, 22, 4, EtSOV TOV vLpa EKIvov. .. V Tv T7o0 OCELTdrpov KVKXO Kc 

Ev rT 7 PX, 
rpa, 
TP orT /V KLOdpaLV EXOVTa Kt OpOoTrd7sov Ka KOdpvouv, 

7roTE 8e CijlgTraL Kat 7rporo?rrdov. Liban. Or. 63, III, p. 385, 25 

(Reiske), shows that they were high, rpacLy(ob S~\ roS e ppaXvrTEpovl 

yovarror7iav, Cet7 LS2re p 'iPflPraT (avaPL/CgvTes ?XavYrTavro robv 

kXXovs ~7rEpalpev. Suidas, s. v. AlaXV'oXo and aLo's, calls them rpayL- 

KO, and also Ammon. De dif. vocab. s. v.. apfla'es and Thom. Mag. 
s. v. C.,Pd8e (see p. I50). 

The frequency with which e4p3aTlrT) is used for the high-soled boot of 
tragedy unquestionably proves that Pollux is mistaken in calling it the 
shoe of comedy. The 43flap , is given a tragic connotation because of 
its similar spelling, and should be applied to the shoe of comedy which 
was nothing more than a common shoe. 

K600pVOs. - It is very difficult to tell whether Kio'opvos, which until 
the Imperial period was used only of a luxurious shoe for women, came 
to be applied in Roman times to the high-soled boot of tragedy, or 
whether it always retained its classical meaning and was wrongly called 
the tragic boot by authors under the influence of Roman customs. The 
latter view, to which I lean, is the view of Mtiller, Arnold,2 and Dierks.8 

MiUller, Lehrbuch d. griech. Biihnenalterthiimer, p. 239. 
2 Arnold, in Baumeister's Denkmliler, p. 1853, n. 14. 
3 Dierks, Trag. Histr. Hab., p. 12, note 3, p. i6. 
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The Romans, indeed, carried over from the Greek the idea of a boot 
for women or effeminate men. Cf. Cic. Fin. 3, 14, 46; Plzil. 3, 6, I6. 
Verg. Geor. 2, 8. Vell. 2,82,4. Tac. Ann. II, 31. But they extended 
the meaning to 'hunting-boot' (cf. Verg. Aen. I, 337; Ecl. 7, 32) and 
to 'high-soled shoe of tragedy,' which is by far the commonest meaning 
of cothurnus.' This was its meaning as early as the latter half of the 
first century B.c. Hor. C. 2, I, 9-12, 

Paulum severae musa tragoediae 
desit theatris; mox ubi publicas 

res ordinaris, grande munus 
Cecropio repetes coturno, - 

and by the time of Quintilian (Inst. Or. 6, 1, 36) the word was used in 
proverbs. To Horace's mind cothurnus meant the buskin of Greek 
tragedy, as his words above quoted show. How this change occurred it 
is difficult to discover. My own theory is that when the high-soled 
shoe, the 

IPnI3.rs, 
was introduced into tragedy, the Romans called 

it by the name of a Greek shoe with which they were already familiar, 
which in general shape and decoration (for the KOOopvol was presumably 
the most richly ornamented of all Greek shoes) corresponded with the 
high-soled boots which the tragic actors then assumed. 

Greek literature supports this theory, for it is the authors most under 
Roman influence who use KO0opvos of the high-soled tragic boot. 
Lucian, whose usual word is 

i/pPd8rs, 
uses the word in this sense twice, 

Pro imnag. 3, J TLs V8O&dUeVO KOdpVOVOp KpO aaT ~ V Vpl'Oo 
eptL cylOovs' 

ros7 dar LtaomrSov L 
,m 

p 7 yXe icvepXovtv, and the doubt- 
ful passage Soamn. 26, Kac TW'V KOO OpVWV (V. 1. /3c8v) r7lv 

V 7OT8ETLV 

baLOp OTaT7V KcLL OV KaTc XoyOV TOru ro8o'. Pollux so uses the word 
twice, 4, 115, KaL 7Ta v7rTO&TmaT KOOOpVOL EV Ta 

7TpatLKa 
Katc ua , 

8pccT'L 5 TP KWtLLKa 7, 85, cuLj8aE EVTEXE- /JceV uv V7To sro1ia, 

1 Var. Sa. Frag. Io of Virgula Divina, p. 237, 4 (Riese). Prop. 2 (3), 34, 41. 
Hor. C. 2, I, 12; Sat. I, 5, 64; A. P. 80o, 280. Verg. Ecl. 8, Io. Ovid, Am. I, 15, 
15; 2, 18, 15, 18; 3, I, 14, 31, 45, 63; Fast. 5, 348; lb. 531, 595; Ex Pont. 4, 
16, 29; Rem. Am. 375; Trist. 2, 393, 553, 554. Sen. Dial. 9, 11, 8; Ep. I, 8, 
8; 9, 76, 31. Plin. N. H. 35, 10 (36), III. Juv. 6, 506, 634; 7, 72; 15, 29. 
Quint. Inst. Or. 6, I, 36; 1o, I, 68. Mart. 3, 20, 7; 5, 5, 8; 5, 30, I; 7, 63, 5; 
8, 3, 13; 8, 18, 7; 11, 9, 1. Tac. De Or. Io. Suet. Cal. 52. And others. 
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?pKOV 8 pErW a, TV ev 1Eav KOOdpVOL Ta7rELCLvOL EOLKcV. And it 
is found in the anonymous Vita Aesch/yli (Westermann, p. 121, 79), 

/zLEL 
OL 

- TOt-So 
KO'dpVOLA 

(T-O 
vrOKpLT~) tEcTcwOpu'as. On the con- 

trary, it is used in its classical sense by Lucian, Amor. 50; PseudoL . 6; 
Pollux, 7, 9' ; Plutarch, Nic. 2; Themistius, Or. 67 D; and Zenob. 
3, 93, who repeat the story about Theramenes which Xenophon first 
narrated. Dio Cassius, 63, 22, 4, uses KodopVOS of the cithara-player's 
shoe' and contrasts it with the 

ia[p3Tdrqs 
of an actor (see p. I5I)- Pau- 

sanias, 8, 31, 4, describes a statue of Dionysus wearing the KOd'OpVO, 
KOOOpVOL TE K L Ta V7O&a C ETLV WL LeT& KCU EL 7T XOPtL EK7WL, T-y 

e T'ipa 0' Ppov. The scholiasts (Ar. Av. 994 ; Eccl. 346 ; Ran. 47, 541 ; 
Nub. 361) call the KO'Oopvos a boot fitting either foot, and so the nick- 
name of Theramenes, while the scholiast on Ar. Ran. 47 adds that it was 
the shoe for women, 

TLV- OT&L o 
K6OOpVOs EL &~qP AOTpOVs TOVs 7ro' 

AppdOE", o oL SE 8T &vspan Ka" yvvatLuv poorcTTEL. VOEV KaL &qpa/i V 

Koopvos XyETo, OTL TOLS KcLpOLs KaOOLXLV VVaTaL. 8' 
,EVOiV, 

Iv 'EXX-qVucOZK I/L4 OT7PO L T rocrtiv 7V&puo'/tv a'rTv 4O'1qLV. EK7rkXTTe- 
TaL 

e 
t5HpcKXjis WpoV T v aTO7TOV T LvTv' TKEUV)V, KCL 7t TC C a/.LKTa 

p.t 
ev. 0 LAV ayp KpOKWTOS Kat 0 

KdO0pVOS UVaK QrV, S S Co XOV r Ka' iO j~o'rXov vsp&a. The lexicographers, likewise, have 
no thought of a tragic boot in their definitions of the word: Photius, 
s. v. KOOpvo, drorliLa apxiov KOLWv VOvspOv Kil 7V(wLK WV TRVT 
adpToorLpots roLs 7wroGl/' Capp~oTrov. Etym. Magn. Ss.v. Kd6opvos, 7vvaL- 
KELOV ~rd8rLa TET p7owVOV 7T (TX)La , plp/dov O OlqOT6pOLS TOLS r7001 
Suidas, s.v. KdOopvos" 7r0'8fl/u dIaL4OTEpoSo LOv. 

'ApLGrro4v LW (Av. 991) 
"Vts 6 KdOOpVOS Try Sq0;O^" otov 7T `o V j EVocvos r7rpL; Hesychius, 
S.V. KdOOpVO 0 EPr l wx a,4OT pOLS TOLv 7T0 TO ETOL7L EVOV, V SW Kal 

SvPpcrt KcL yVVaLeL$V EapLTTELV L0V TO 70rlEd, O KdOpVOV' cf. 

Joannes Cinnamus, p. 128 B, KOOdpVOV &K 'v ac td pLEapufl TaL 7VRXaL.. If now lexicographers and scholiasts never mention tragedy in con- 
nection with the K4OopVOs, if it is called by them a shoe for women, if 
Pausanias supports them by giving the 

Koopvos 
to Dionysus, and Dio 

Cassius makes it the elaborate footgear of a cithara-player, what are we 
to think of the evidence of Lucian and Pollux and the anonymous 

Cf. a painting on a Boeotian vase published by Dumont et Chaplain, Ciramiques 
d. 1. Grace Propre, I, pl. 14, Paris, 1888. 
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author of the Vita Aeschyli who stand alone in this period for KO'Oopvog 
as the high-soled boot of tragedy? As I have previously stated, I 
believe that they use KdOopvo; with its Latin significance. Lucian, a 
native of a Romanized province, a traveller and resident in other parts 
of the Roman empire, probably is guilty here of a Latinism. 

;fpaTr-s is his ordinary word, once KO'opvo, is the reading in a corrupt text, 
only once does he without doubt use the word in its Roman sense. It 
seems clearly an incorrect use of the Greek word. Pollux is plainly 
culpable of the self-same error. When he wrote his definition of 

KdOopvos, the Latin cothurnus had been the Roman name of the buskin 
for over two hundred years. Pollux did not take his interpretation 
immediately from the Latin, but from one who had received a thorough 
Roman education, Juba of Mauretania, whose work 7rcpt T7s OEarptLK~ 
to-roplta was also used by the author of the Vita Aeschyli.1 It is only 
natural, then, that in this point of scenic antiquities he should show the 
influence of Roman tradition. It is for these reasons that I doubt the 

applicability of the Greek KdOopvOs to the boot of tragedy. When 
the evidence for iPL/flr7Ps is so strong and for KdOopvO~ so weak, it 
seems unlikely that do'Oopvos had any meaning of "high-soled tragic 
boot." 

KP-rCEs.- A single unknown authority declares that actors wore Kpir- 

friSs. 
Vita Sophoclis (Westermann), p. 128, 30, rtcr 86 Kal I YTpos 

T7 XiEVK s Kp7rl)r7LaS vrT oV E CvprKEaV L, as v7TO80~VTaL O tC V7TroKpLTa 
Kat oL Xopevral. The fact that the chorus wear them as well as the 
actors would prove without need of further evidence that these shoes 
were not high-soled, if a sentence in Bekker's Anecdota Graeca did not 
declare the opposite, p. 273, 17, 

KprL7rLovpyo 
s ' b TsK Kp7rlr7iSa pyaod- 

/.EVOS~ KVTOT/LOS. Kporl)7 
I 8e 

CoLSO 
V7ro08 7LaTOs &VSpLKOv, ;rlXa eXOVTOs 

T' KarTTrV/aa. This evidence, at best untrustworthy, is negatived by a 
large number of reliable authorities who use the word in quite different 
senses: Aristocles ap. Athen. 14, 621 B, qlivorTpos r8 T ot ToL- 

o;702 i071 roIrlrGoV d ̀Xapw$6k KaXovLxvo;. . . Kat To ixfv 7raXaLv 

vOrroSL.awtLV 
x70To, 4'quVw 

5 
'AptToKX 

s) , VV 86 Kp 7iTLV. Lucian, 
Rhet. Praec. 15, 7 Kplq 7rl ATTLKe Kal yVLKEla, Ts TOXvUXLS6S. 

1 Rohde, De Pollucis Fontibus, p. 82, Leipzig, 1870. Dierks, Trag. Histr. Hab., 
p. 12, note 3. 
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Pollux, 7, 85, KPV7L8L"S 
TO' JEV A6p pL TLWa cTTP TLKVK . Dio Cass. 77, 7, 

TroIS 
oJrXoS 

ot1 7roTe r67' KELVOUVEEv KX-p7VTO 
7ro 

6aL .. 
Kpa"vos 

O30- 
CLOv, 9Tpa$ XLvov sTptL'/Jros, &O v XaXj 8"P1) ,JLaKpov, " XI-') /3paXELa, 

KpMrs8EC, Io, . Heliodorus, Aetziop. 3, 3, Kp7Trl pau aT6ro% 1/VT' 
4&OLVLKW 8Lc7TXOKOS v7rep ao-TpayaXOV ET4 TOyycro. Hesychius, s. v. Kp?7VL' 
enrV6'8?la. Without further discussion it must be obvious that Kpprlts is 
incorrectly applied to the high-soled tragic boot.? 

KpePas. - It cannot be denied that this word is used of the high-soled 
tragic boot in the period we are discussing: Luc. Nero, 9, E0~tr6ea 
Nepwov r' "KpLePlVTWV TOUvo jUVTOu 

{rTOKptci. 
Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 

5, 9, (speaks of Nero) 4eT)rTa 
8 ' 0Kplpt/Lav ov'Tw 

fS 
Xos 

" 
Vit. 

Apoll. 6, 11 (of Aeschylus), 3Kpl'avrTO2 o 
E TO vOKPToKptaTs dvpfltflaoev 

Vit. Soph. I, 9, TrG71 7" arT7V KaLTrKEUVda 
Ka OKpltavrcVL Kt?1X Ka 

. . . otL l YKV0v TC KCat V7 TO ~KVv Xp~ 7rpdreLtv. Themistius, Or. 
316 D, AlirXvXos S 6 rpltov VTOKptV7V 

KaL 
OKp'flavTas, and Hesychius, 

s. v. OKptfas makes the i/pldrTa synonymous with it. Etym. 
_Aagn. 

s. v. 

dKp/flavTE62 
"; 

' wv aKpov ETorarLV oL lfrOKpLTal. These authorities 
establish beyond question such a meaning of iKppt'3as, but it is more than 
likely that this grew out of a misunderstanding of the passage in Plato's 
Symposium, 194 B. The one direct commentary upon this passage, 
moreover, upholds the classic usage: Timaeus, Lexicon Vocum Platoni- 
carum (Ruhnken) s.v. vOKplpaF" 7r7yALa 

oT v OV T Or 
ETp" 7TLeLeVOV, C4) ov Ur(avraT o( Ta&7/OmL XEYOVTEs. OvE-Xrq- yap o0V6ro) -v. 

XUyEL yOvv TLS Xo1YLO'v EcTTL 7rq^$L3 ITorpeOatLEV7 ;$vXwv, etra fi$ 
OKplfas S eOVO/LweTaL. 

Of the six words we have discussed, then, only 4PLTPv7rs 
and OKplpa% 

can properly apply to the high-soled boot of tragedy. Both are used 
of a tragic shoe of the Imperial period; and Aeschylus is called the 
inventor of this style of boot. But this invention is assigned to classi- 
cal times only by Latin writers and such late Greeks as Philostratus, 
Themistius, the author of the Vita Aeschyli, and Suidas. By all others 

Cf. Daremberg et Saglio, Dict. d. Antiq., under Crepida. 
2 The text is ungrammatical as it stands. The sense is clear, for Philostratus never 

uses the word except in referring to the boot of tragedy. An article at the least would 
be required here; but the genitive is not so used with dvaqtpdcwo. I would suggest 
dr' 6Kpi avTaS. 
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the wearing of the high-soled tragic boot is treated as a custom of the 
times without reference to the age of the custom. On such fragile 
evidence as these give is based the modern theory of the use of the 
high-soled boot. And the evidence of two of these ought to be entirely 
disregarded, - of Suidas, because he tries to find a classical equivalent 
for the iupfl'r of Roman times in the dp/3vl, the incorrectness of 
which has already been shown; of Themistius, because his notice about 
the third actor is incorrect. And the others apparently have assigned 
this invention to Aeschylus because he was the first great dramatist and 
an innovator along many lines. 

There is a story told about Aeschines as an actor in the anonymous 
life of that orator ( /it. Aeschin. 3, 26, Westerm.) which hardly needs 
comment, so obvious is it that the situation does not require a high- 
soled boot for its explanation: A/oxdpv-; 86' d8a8 c 80o, A-qttoEC- 

vove, E I pa rLcrTeTEov arVrc Ty oXEjorv rcpt AitXivov, ~Oqlv 'Ixdvspov 
r70o payp8oq otooS TLprayOVY7Trv yCeveOaL Oa 

AalrvA v, Kat VTOKpLVO- 

/_cvov Oivdttaov 8LOKovLa IeXo7-a atiXpOJ 7rcTdEv, KacN aaLoTvaVcLrL 
Yavvitvog ro0 Xopo8t8R0KaXov. Clumsiness or a trifling accident account 
for an actor's falling better than the use of a high-soled boot. 

Literature of this period, therefore, does not furnish any convincing 
evidence that the high-soled boot was used in the classical period. For 
this late period itself the use is unquestionably established; but the 
words for the boot are perverted from their classical meaning, and 

probably in all cases but the ip2fl/'3rs are inexact names for even the 
boot of this period. 

EVIDENCE FROM ART OF THE IMPERIAL AND LATER PERIODS 

Does the art of this period prove the use of the high-soled boot in 
classic Greek tragedy? The sole appears with varying height in many 
works of art of this time, but their evidence is good only for the period 
in which they were finished. Only one of them can by any possibility 
furnish evidence on the classic usage. 

The earliest appearance of the high-soled boot is on a marble base 
discovered in Halicarnassus.1 Among the Muses who form the sculptural 

I Trendelenberg, Der AMusenchor (36 Progr. z. Winckelmannsfest d. arch. 

Gesellsch. z. Berlin), Plate, Berlin, 1876. 
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decoration of this basis, the tragic Muse is plainly distinguishable by the 
mask which she holds in her right hand. On her feet are ornamented 
boots whose soles would be in actual life (i. e. if the whole relief were 
enlarged to life-size) a little less than three inches.' Therefore, since 
this basis is dated at about the end of the second century B.c., the use 
of the high sole as a symbol at that time points to a much earlier intro- 
duction of it. Yet a use during fifty years would not carry the date of 
its introduction back earlier than the beginning of the Roman period. 

Other reliefs help us to discover the shape and height of this high 
sole, but, being of a later date, they cannot be used as evidence for the 
fifth and fourth centuries. Such are the relief of the Apotheosis of 
Homer,2 by Archelaos of Priene, on which sandals appear in place of 
boots, and these sandals, reckoned proportionately as before, not two 
inches high; the relief of the Meditating Muse on the so-called Capito- 
line sarcophagus, now in the Louvre (No. 307),8 whose shoes have 
three-inch soles; the Pourtal6s relief of a resting tragic actor of 
markedly Roman features whose highly ornamented shoes have soles 
less than an inch and a half high ;4 the relief of Valerian Paterculus on 

1 My figures are based on the proportion the high sole bears to the length of the 
leg from the bottom of the foot to the centre of the kneecap. This length I have 
called twenty inches, slightly in excess of the standard measurements (Dr. D. A. 
Sargent), but sufficiently close for approximate reckoning. I chose this length in 
preference to the total height of the figure as being more easily ascertainable when 
masks were worn. 

2 Published by Visconti, AMuseo Pio-Clementino, I, p. 97, pl. B, Rome, 1782. 
Poorly published by Overbeck, Geschichte der griechischen Plastik, II4, p. 465, fig. 
226, Leipzig, 1894. See also Clarac, Musie de Sculpture, pl. 516, No. 1051, Paris, 
1832-1834; Friedrichs-Wolters, Gipsabg., No. I1629. 

3 Published by Visconti, MIuseo Pio-Clementino, I, pl. B, No. 2; Clarac, fMus. d. 
Sculpt., pls. 205 and 514, No. 1049; Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. IX, 2. 
These publications disagree in the representation of the high soles. Some make them 
of equal height, others of differing heights. If the unequal soles are correct, there 
may be in this an attempt to represent the fact that the actors wore soles proportionate 
to their importance,- protagonist higher than deuteragonist, etc. The wall paintings 
show this most plainly. 

4 Published by Panofka, Antiques du Cabinet du Comte de Pourtalis- Gorgier, pl. 
XXXVIII, Paris, 1834, with restorations; and by Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., 
pl. IV, io. Cf. Daremberg et Saglio, Dict. d. Antiq. s. v. Cothurnus. 
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which the high sole appears to be about three inches high;' a relief 
on a bronze mirror-case in which most of the figures, even the chorus, 
have shoes with soles from four to five inches high ;2 a gem on which 
Melpomene is represented standing on pedestals nine or ten inches 
high.8 

Because of its frequent use in hand-books to represent the dress of a 
tragic actor, a small ivory statuette found near Rieti has become very 
well known.4 It is a mistake, however, to use this as evidence for 
the dress of a tragic actor in the classical period. It is a work of 
the Christian era and, therefore, to be used only as evidence for that 
period.6 If we are to regard the supports under each foot as soles, we 

get the excessive height of seven inches for the soles. But it is a ques- 
tion whether these are not rather pegs to hold the statuette in some sort 
of base. The drapery is not treated as if hanging above these, but as 
if touching the ground; and, besides, a high sole is represented above 
beneath the drapery and visible in the partly broken foot. 

A mosaic of the first century A.D., in the Museo Pio-Clementino, 
represents pairs of tragic actors in full dress and with shoes whose soles 

vary in height from five to ten inches." But we cannot regard this 
mosaic as exact. Both actors wear shoes of equal height, and paintings 
from Pompeii and Herculaneum contradict this. 

These paintings must of necessity date earlier than 79 A.D., and 
many were undoubtedly finished in the first century B.C. Some of these 

1 Published by Winckelmann, Monumenti Antichi Inediti, I, pl. 189, Rome, 
1767; and by Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkmn., pl. XIII, 1. 

2 Published and discussed by Arnold, Platte mit scenischen Vorstellungen im Col- 
legio Romano (Fesigruss der phil. Gesellsch. z. Wiirzburgan die XXVI. Versammiung 
deutsch. Philol. u. Schulm., pp. 142-157), Wiirzburg, 1868. 

3 Published by Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. IX, 3. Cf. Meineke, Com. 
Gr. Frag. II, I, p. 91. 

4 First published in colors in the Monumenti Inediti, XI, pl. 13, and discussed by 
Robert, Annali d. Inst., 188o, p. 206 ff. 

b Robert, Hall. Winckelmannspr. 22, p. 22, n. 16, and Pottier, in Daremberg et 
Saglio, Dict. d. Ant., p. 1546. But Haigh, Art. Tt., p. 272, and Bethe, Proleg. z. 
Gesch d. Th., p. 326, use this as evidence for the classic period. 

6 Published in colors by Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pls. VII, VIII, 1-11. 
Single groups and figures are published elsewhere: Navarre, Dionysos, frontispiece; 
Daremb. et Sagl., Dict. d. Ant. s. v. Cothurnus; etc. 
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paintings, in which we plainly see the representation of scenes from 
tragedy, depict the actors without high soles. One set of wall-paintings 
of this type is declared by Maass to be copied from originals of the late 
fourth or early third centuries, the time of Ptolemy Philadelphos, and so 
may be used as evidence for the early Hellenistic period.' Some of the 
scenes are from comedies and satyr-plays, but many represent scenes 
from tragedy as if the actual drama were being performed. In these 
the absence of the high soles is noteworthy. If they had ever been 
used, they ought to have appeared in these paintings which represent 
the actual performance of a tragedy. 

Two other paintings, one from Pompeii, the other from Herculaneum, 
may have fourth century originals. The proportions of the figures in 
the former2 show that no elevated sole is thought of on these figures, 
although the feet are hidden under the long chitons. The other 

painting8 represents an actor resting after his victory, still in full tragic 
dress, but his shoes have only ordinary soles. 

The evidence to be derived from these three paintings is conditioned 

by the chance that they are not copied from classic originals. Robert 
believes in this classic origin,4 and so does Leo, who maintains, however, 
that "Das Fehlen der Kothurne erklairt sich aus malerischen Grtinden," 
an easy answer to give to all pieces of evidence where the high sole is 
not found. But no proof that the high-soled boot was worn in classical 
times can be based on such a statement. 

The high-soled boots appear in two paintings of this period. But 
authorities refer them to the immediate period. No one proposes 
classic originals for them. One of these represents two men raised on 
soles which for the more important r6le have a height of four inches, 

1 Maass, Affreschi Scenici di Pompei, Annali d. Inst., I881, pp. I09-I59. Pub- 
lished in Mon. Ined. XI, pls. 30-32. 

Published by Presuhn, Pompeji, Die neuesten Ausgrabungen von 1878-1881, 
Part IX, pl. 4, Leipzig, I882; Robert, Hall. Winckelnanns r. 22, p. 38. 

3 Published in Pitture Antiche d'Ercolano, IV, pl. 41, p. 195, Naples, 1765; 
Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. IV, 12; Daremb. et Sagl., Dict. d. Ant., fig. 
2656; etc. 

4 Robert, Hall. Winckelmannspr. 22, p. 25 ff. 
5 Leo, Rheinisches Museum, XXXVIII, p. 344. Cf. Daremb. et Sagl. s. v. 

Cothurnus. 
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for the lesser of an inch and a quarter.' The other represents two 
women with soles of the same relative height as in the previous 
painting.2 

A famous painting from Cyrene is taken by Wieseler as evidence for 
the use of the high-soled boot. But it needs only a single glance at 
his own reproduction, in which the peculiar objects he calls soles are 
plainly detached from the feet of the figures, to convince one that he is 
wrong.8 

Finally we must consider the most important painting of all. The 
reliefs, mosaics, and paintings hitherto examined have not been able to 
prove the existence of the high-soled tragic boot before the close of the 
Hellenistic period. A small, painted marble plaque, however, dis- 
covered in Herculaneum, has been thought by Professor C. Robert 
sufficiently trustworthy evidence to compel him to change his whole 
theory of the high-soled boot and force him to acknowledge its use in 
the fifth century. That victorious choregi often erected votive offerings 
to commemorate their victories, and that copies of these were made by 
later painters, is a fact already established by Reisch.4 One of these 
Robert finds in the plaque-painting from Herculaneum.5 

His argument (p. 15) is " Drei Figuren mit Masken und im Btihnen- 
costtim, zwei von ihnen in erregter Conversation, was kann das anders 
sein als die Scene eines Dramas, und wozu konnte ein solches Tafelge- 
malde anders dienen, denn als Weihgeschenk eines attischen Choregen 
ftir einen dramatischen Sieg? . .. Da es als Kunstwerk nicht gerade 
hervorragend ist, dtirfen wir von vorn herein vermuthen, dass sich ein 

Published by Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. IX, I. Described by Helbig, 
Wandgemiilde d. vom Vesuv verschiitteten Stiidte Campaniens, No. 1467, Leipzig, 
1868. 

2 Published by Gell, Pompeiana, N. S. II, pl. LXXV; Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. 

Denkm., pl. VIII, 12. The best publication of the high soles alone is Wieseler, op. 
cit., pl. A, 23. Publication in colors by Niccolini, Case di Pompei, I, p. 27 (Casa di 
Castore e Poliuce, pl. III), Naples, 1854. See Helbig, Wandgem., No. 1465. 

3 Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. XIII, 2, pp. Ioo, 102. 

4 Reisch, Griechische Weihgeschenke, in Abhandlungen des archdologisch-epigraphi- 
schen Seminares der Universitit Wien, VIII, p. I ff. 

5 Robert, Hallisches Winckelmannsfrogr. 22, p. 14 ff. Published here and in 
Pitt. d'Ercol. I, 4, P. 19; Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., pl. XI, 5. Described 

by Helbig, Wandgem., No. 1464. 
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anderes, vielleicht litterarisches Interesse an das Bild kntipfte und dass 
dieses der Grund war, weshalb man es copirte." He thinks that the 

style and technique of the piece would date its original in the fifth 

century. The copy, perhaps, was made from literary interest more 
than because of its beauty, which, indeed, as he remarks, is rather hard 
to see. Its literary interest is as a picture of a tragic scene and he 
identifies this exactly, as the Hihgolytus of Euripides, 704 ff., and the 
three persons represented on the plaque, as Phaedra, the nurse, and 
the chorus-leader. This settled, he can date the original votive-offering 
in 428 B.C., the year of the victory of the Higgolytus. The picture 
itself shows us two figures of the same height and one a head taller 
than they, all apparently wearing masks. This difference in height 
leads Robert to think that concealed under the long chiton are six-inch 
soles. The relatively short arms support this idea. Therefore, he says, 
the actors of heroic r6les wore boots with six-inch soles in the fifth 

century. For the fourth century he admits that the ordinary shoe 

replaced the high-soled shoe and in that fact he sees a reflection of the 
comic or realistic tendency of the plays of Euripides. To the third 

century he grants the high sole again, not reaching its greatest height, 
however, until the full Imperial period. 

Such is the irregular history of the tragic boot, as Robert conceives 
it. The arguments from the fourth century are so strong that he is 
compelled to grant to it the ordinary shoe. He builds the entire 

history of the tragic boot in the fifth century upon the one marble 

plaque from Herculaneum. 
The unsupported character of this evidence is in itself a weakness; 

but there are other weak points in the argument based upon it. For, 
while pointing out that Euripides was responsible for the adoption of 
the low sole, he, nevertheless, identifies the scene in one of Euripides' 
own plays. Thus, by his own interpretation this plaque shows the 
costume of the Euripidean drama which, as he thinks, was the main 
factor in introducing the low-soled shoe. 

Again, his identification of the scene, while it seems to fit the 

Hiptpolytus, 
is at the best pure conjecture. When we have only a small 

fraction of the plays of the great dramatists, it is hazardous to identify 
so general a scene in one of those plays and then not only date a 

possible original votive-offering by it, but build up from it a scheme of 
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costuming for that period of the drama. The scene itself is capable of 
many interpretations, and, if considered to represent a quarrel between 
a nurse and her mistress, might fit many of the tragedies not preserved 
to us. In fact, the scene is so very vague in its application that some 
authorities have even considered it a scene from comedy.1 Certainly 
the costume is not the typical one of tragedy. 

That paintings, especially those from Pompeii and Herculaneum, 
were not careful in representations of height is known from many 
sources.2 Sculpture, too, as seen in the Parthenon Frieze, took liberties 
with the heights of human beings. Importance was often represented 
by size; so here it is not necessary to suppose the use of high-soled 
shoes because one figure is taller than the others. 

Furthermore, the Piraeus Relief dates within twenty-five years of the 
time when the high sole was used according to Robert. Can we believe 
that the costuming of actors should have changed so radically in that 

space of time? 
Lastly, it must be remembered that Robert is basing his evidence of 

the high sole for the whole period of dramatic excellence on shoes that 
are not to be seen, and only probable because one figure is taller than 
the others, and disproportionate in itself. When it is thought that poor 
and careless workmanship might account for this lack of proportion, it 
does indeed seem dangerous to place much confidence in so ill-painted 
a plaque. Who, when he thinks of the majestic simplicity of Aeschylus 
and the sweet beauty of Sophocles, does not feel a shrinking in his heart 
at thought of their being represented by such hideous, disproportionate, 
padded creatures as these of Robert's picture, and turn with relief and 
contentment to the beautiful, simple dress of the three actors on the 
Piraeus Relief ! Far more appropriately would Robert's picture repre- 
sent the drama when it had reached the point of decline it has in our 
own day, when naturalness had given way to padded show and extra- 

vagance, than that period when, like our own Elizabethan times, 
imaginations were strong, tastes simple, and the drama strong enough 
in itself not to need artificial support. 

I Wieseler, Theatergeb. u. Denkm., p. 86. 
2 See Wieseler, op. cit., pl. XI, 2; Niccolini, Case di Pompei, I, p. 14, pl. VI 

(Casa di Poeta Tragico). 
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My argument against the high-soled tragic boot is entirely in line 
with all the latest investigations in scenic antiquities. These all tend 
to show that the great dramas were presented much more simply than 
we had been in the habit of thinking. Only a circle at first about which 
sat the spectators watching the dancing. At first, also, no scenery; 
then rock and tomb and altar; finally, the palace itself (in reality the 
dressing-rooms); arrangements all of the simplest kind. Our own 
Elizabethan dramas furnish a close parallel. Without even a permanent 
theatre, are we to suppose the actors appeared looking like the creatures 
of Robert's picture ?1 For my part, I can not. The plaque offers too 
many doubts, is dated back into the fifth century on too many hypo- 
theses, to satisfy me that it is reliable. Moreover, consider what these 
suppositions have led to: a six-inch sole for the fifth century, none for 
the fourth, back again in the third. Such a development is most unnat- 
ural, but Robert is forced to propose it by the strong evidence from 
the fourth century against the high sole and his belief in the reliability 
of the marble plaque from Herculaneum as evidence for the fifth century. 
The Piraeus Relief, on the other hand, is at the latest early fourth 
century work, with a strong probability of dating in the fifth century. 
It is a genuine original. Robert's original is a matter of hypothesis, 
and the high soles are hypothetical in this hypothesis. Removed so far 
from fact they vanish into nothingness. Consequently, no evidence for 
the use of the high-soled boot in the fifth century can be drawn from 
this plaque. 

The art of the Imperial period, therefore, while proving conclusively 
the use of the high-soled boot in that period, cannot prove it for earlier 
times, and some of the evidence confirms the evidence from classic art 
that the high sole was not used in those times. 

CONCLUSION 

The conclusions to be drawn from this investigation may be briefly 
stated. We have found that this boot is first represented in art at the 
close of the second century B.C. and then appears as a symbol of tragedy, 

In coming through the door of the seven-foot high proscenium of Oropus an 
actor in the full dress of onkos and high soles would have had to bend his head 
considerably to get out at all. 
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that it is first mentioned in literature of the Imperial period, and that 
its use in this period is certain. We can not be so positive with regard 
to the Hellenistic period, but the literature that we have knows no 
name for such a boot. For the fifth and fourth centuries we have more 
than a plausible argument against the use of such a boot. The litera- 
ture of the period has no name for any special tragic boot; the 
drama is full of lively action which the six-inch and higher sole we are 
asked to believe in almost precludes; the art of the period never 
pictures it either as a symbol of tragedy with the mask or as the foot- 
wear of actors, and the most positive piece of evidence on either side 
of the question, the Piraeus Relief, represents actors with natural, 
ordinary boots. 

For these reasons we are led to believe that the late writers on scenic 
antiquities among the Greeks mistakenly supposed that the stage cos- 
tume in their own day had remained the same for over five hundred 
years, and that the origin of the high sole was to be found in classic 
Greek drama. Quite naturally they ascribed the invention to Aeschylus. 
The evidence which we have does not seem to support their statements. 
And on the ground of this evidence I base my argument that the high 
sole was the invention of centuries after the classical period.' 

1 How or when this came in, I am unable to say. The best discussion of this 
point is to be found in the Hallisches Winckelmannsprogramnm, 22 (1898), p. 25 if., 
by Professor Carl Robert. 
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